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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem
Dutch elm disease has caused the deaths of tens of
thousands of American elm trees in North America since its
accidental importation during the late 1920's.

Cities

that relied extensively upon the American elm for street
tree plantings have suffered devastating losses in their
tree populations (Pirone 1978, p. 391).
There is a critical need to find tree species that
can replace the American elm.

Selection of replacement

species is complicated by the fact that, in many respects,
the American elm is the ideal street tree:

it is fast

growing, long-lived, tolerant of urban conditions, and
relatively maintenance free.

It is probable that no other

single species will be found that has these qualities and
can match the American elm in aesthetic appeal.
The selection process is further complicated by the
urban environment, which includes many conditions that are
not normally found in natural forest settings.

Many of

these conditions, such as vehicle exhaust emissions, salt
spray deicing agents, and poor soil aeration, are detrimental
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to tree growth and

vigo~,

~lthough

some species are more

tolerant of these adverse conditions than others.
Realizing that replacement species for the American
elm must be found, a community is faced with the problem
of determining which species are best suited to its particular environmental conditions.

Too often, conmrunities

have resorted to trial-and-error methods of species selection.

While such methods eventually achieve the desired

goal, much time and money can be wasted in the process.
A more efficient solution to the problem can be achieved
through the application of geographic research methods to
the urban tree selection process.
Purpose and Goals of Study
The

p~rpose

of this study is to develop a systematic

method of selecting tree species for urban street planting
in a specific community.

The city of Brookings, South

Dakota, provides the physical setting for the study.
Brookings is a city of 15,000 people located in the eastcentral part of the state near the Minnesota border (figure
1) •

As implied above, this study employs geographic
methods to determine which tree species are most suitable
for street planting in Brookings.

The particular problems

encountered in the process of selecting urban street trees

BROOKINGS COUNTY

•

BROOKINGS

SOUTH DAKOTA

Fig. 1.

Location of Brookings, South Dakota
w
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are especially -suited to the skills of the geographer.
Carl Sauer identified one of three separate fields of geographical inquiry as "the study of life forms as subject
to their physical environment" (Sauer 1963, p. 316).

The

subject of this study is a specific life form in relation
to a specific environment, viz., trees in the urban landscape.

Sauer also defined geography as the study of

landscape, which he -defined as "an area made up of a distinct association of forms, both physical and cultural"
(Sauer 1963, p. 321).

The essence of this study is the

determination of those physical and cultural forms that
influence the adaptability of trees in the Brookings area.
As a subject of modern geographic inquiry, trees
and other plants have been long recognized as a vital
element in the landscape.

Writing in 1849, Alexander

von_Humboldt characterized the contribution of vegetative
cover to the landscape as "the most important element in
this impression" (Sauer 1963, p. 340). _ Contemporary
geographic thought also acknowledges the importance of
trees.

J. B. Jackson views trees in the urban landscape

as "agents of health" that help to make the city a more
wholesome and aesthetically pleasing place in which to
live (Jackson 1970, pp. 86-87).
This study has three s ecij ic goals·

(1) the

determination and evaluation of those physical and cultural
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factors that are "limiting factors" of tree adaptability
to the Brookings environment; (2) the selection of tree
species that are especially suited for street planting in
Brookings; and (3) the development of planting specifications for street trees in Brookings.
The first goal is the determination of the "limiting
factors" of tree adaptability to the Brookings environment.
These factors can be either naturally-occurring, such as
climate and soil, or a product of human activity, such as
air pollutants or paved surfaces.

All factors that influ-

ence tree health and vigor are examined.
The second goal is to select and recommend tree
species for planting in Brookings.

These selections are

based upon the limiting factors determined in the first
goal.

The selection process involves the evaluation of

characteristics of individual tree species in relation
to the limiting factors.
The third goal is the development of planting
specifications for street trees in Brookings.

This

involves the investigation of the space requirements of
trees in relation to the space requirements for human
activities.

This investigation will form the basis for

recommended planting regulations that will ensure minimal
interference with utilities and traffic, as well as providing adequate space for tree root and crown growth.

6

Justification ·and Need for Study
Dutch elm disease, which has devastated urban tree
populations in the eastern half of the United States during
the past five decades, also threatens South Dakota's
American elm population.

The first known case of Dutch

elm disease in South Dakota was confirmed in 1967.

Because

the American elm constitutes approximately 60 percent of
South Dakota's urban tree population, Dutch elm disease
could have a disastrous effect on the state's urban forests
(South Dakota State University Cooperative Extension
Service 1977).
Dutch elm disease also poses a severe threat to
Brookings, where American elms account for over 50 percent
of the city's total street tree population.

The city has

lost approximately two percent of its remaining American
elms in each of the last five years (Brookings Parks,
Recreation and Forestry Department 1981).
Although Dutch elm disease losses are being minimized in Brookings through means of an effective control
program, there is, nonetheless, a critical need to find
replacement species for the American elm.

New species are

needed not only to replace removed American elms, but
also for planting in newly developed areas.

It is also

important that a variety of replacement species be found
and planted, so that another Dutch elm disease-type
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disaster is prevented from happening in the future.
The need for this study was es.t ablished in consultation with Allyn Frerichs, Director of the Brookings
Parks, Recreation and Forestry Department, and Ron Eggen,
Brookings City Forester.

The study was conducted in

cooperation wi·t h the Brookings Parks, Recreation and
Forestry Department.
Limitations of ·the Study
In determining the limiting factors of tree distribution and adaptability, it was necessary to rely upon
e~isting

research data for the city of Brookings.

In some

cases,
most notably air quality information, data were
., .

insufficient or nonexistent.

Such cases are noted in the

text.
It

~lso

should be noted that extreme care must be

taken in applying the findings of this study to other
geographic areas, as there _is great variation in critical
selection factors such as climate, soil, and air quality.
The geographic factors and systematic approach employed
in this study, however, should be applicable to any locale.
·Definition ·of ·Terms
Appreciation and comprehension of the study can be
enhanced through the definition of a few fundamental terms:
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the urban forest, urban forestry, and street trees.
The urban forest is defined by Shafer and Moeller
(1979, p. 207) as "that portion of the urban ecosystem
that consists of forest vegetation, water, soil, and
wildlife in densely populated areas and adjacent lands."
These "adjacent lands" include the urban watershed and
recreation areas that often extend beyond political
boundaries (Jorgensen 1970, p. 45a).

Thus, the urban

forest is more than just a collection of trees contained
within the boundaries of a city.
Urban forestry is a recently established discipline
and profession that is concerned with the care and management of the urban forest.

Jorgensen (1970, p. 44a) offers

the following definition:
Urban forestry is a specialized branch of
forestry and has as its objective the cultivation
and management of trees for their present and
potential contributions to the physiological,
sociological and economic wellbeing of urban
society. These contributions include the overall ameliorating effect of trees on their
environment, as well as their recreational and
general amenity value.
The term "urban forestry" was first coined and used in 1965
by foresters at the University of Toronto (Jorgensen 1970,
p. 44a) .
Street trees are trees planted along public thoroughfares in the grass parking strip and in planting pits or
containers on streets without parking strips.

Street trees
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are usually considered to be public property.

Therefore,

the planting and maintenance of street trees is usually
the responsibility of local governmental units.
(/

Review of Literature

As was previously noted, geographers have long
displayed an interest in, and an appreci tio
................___ ~

~---

of, the

.

importance of vegetation to the landscape.

Ho~vever,

James A. Schmid .i ndicated in Urban Vegetation:

as

A Review

and Chicago Case Study, cultural geographers have neglected
the role of trees in the urban landscape.
the related

lite~a~ure

A review of

reveals this statement to hold true

for geographic research in general.
Ervin H. Zube, in "A Natural History of Urban Trees,"
and J. B. Jackson, in both Landscapes and American Space,
primarily view trees and other vegetation as expressions
of social and cultural values.

While the symbolic function

of trees in the urban landscape is important, neither
Jackson nor Zube mention the different species of trees
found in the urban landscape or factors that should be
considered in their selection.
In Urban Vegetation:

A Review and Chicago Case

Study, James A. Schmid o.ff,ers a t.=egional study of the
Chicago area.

Schmid provides an excellent overview of
- --. - -- - - ---natural and cultural factors that influence plant
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distribution and adaptability in the urban environment.
Like Jackson and Zube, however, Schmid considers the primary function of urban vegetation to be symbolic of social
and cultural values.

While Schmid reviews the limiting

factors that should be considered in urban tree selection,
his primary goal is the mapping of the distribution
patterns of distinct socio-economic vegetative types.
Thomas R. Detwyler and Melvin G. Marcus provide a
detailed review of urban vegetation in Urbanizatiort and
Environmertt:

The Physical Geography of the City.

Although

they are concerned with types of urban vegetation, the
authors' emphasis is that of providing a ·general framework
for an environmentally based method of selecting urban
trees.
With the lack of relevant geographic literature,
-

..

•

t

,.....,.~.,.

_ ...,

•

.•

•

l

this study relies on research from _other. disci lines, most
_ __ _ , . _

11#

-

~ptably,

----urban

-..__

-

-

-

,..,._

forestry and landscape architecture.

Gene

----

W. Grey and Frederick J. Deneke, irt ·urban Forestry, provide
th3 most comprehensive and detailed treatment of the subj~t-~vailable

at this time.

i~formation _ on

such diverse

Grey and Deneke prqyide
tqpics _ ~s

the history of

urban forestry, the distribution and ownership of the
urban forest, its management and administration, and research needs.

In relation to this study, they discuss

---

.

natural and cultural factors that influence tree health
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and vigor in urban settings, and both planting and design
considerations.

Grey and Deneke do not consider the

importance of regional variation in their discussion of
limiting factors of urban tree distribution, however, as
t~~~~ b«:Y?~d

the intended scop~_ ~~- their ~.Ylork.

Radically different treatments of urban trees are
provided by two landscape architects.
Urban artd Rural America:

In Native Trees for

A Plantirtg ·Design Manual for

Environmental Designers, Gary L. Hightshoe presents a detailed procedure for selecting trees that are suitable for
a given geographic area or site.
-extremely detailed

an~

--~

Hightshoe's WQrk .is

clo~~J-Y~ rela.t.~d

is more

graphy, than it is to landscape architecture.

to phytogeoIn contrast,
~

..,_.

:,o~~o;.,.,.

I'

'r

'

Henry F. Arnold's approach to the subject in Trees in Urban
Design is a more tradi_!:ional study _, in landscape architecture.
Although attention is paid to limiting factors of urban
tree distribution and selection of appropriate trees, the
emphasis is placed on design and aesthetics.
~lthough

ment in tbe
·-

the subject has received

lit~ratQre,
~....,.

-

e~~ensive

treat-

no study of street tree selection
l

•

'•-

•

....

•

'

has examined the problem as it relates to the city of
Brookings.

The value of this study

is ,~_ t_hat

j..t ,s reconnnenda-

tions for street trees and planting specifications are
ased
of

9~un cri~e ri

--Brookings.

-----

developed specifically for the city
.
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·/ Organization of Study
The organization of the study follows the sequence
o~s

established on pages 4 and 5.

It is necessary to

follow this sequence because goals two and three are based
on the findings obtained in the preceding goal(s).
Chapter II is devoted to a discussion of the importance of trees in the urban landscape.
funet~onal

Amenities and

uses of trees in urban settings are described.

Chapter III

investiga~es

and evaluates the natural

and cultural factors that determine tree adaptability in
a given environment.

Each factor is evaluated in general

terms, and also as it relates specifically to the city
of Brookings.
Chapter IV ipcludes a list of tree selection
criteria based upon the findings of Chapter III.

The bulk

of the-chapter is devoted to a graphic presentation of
~

the tree species selected for street tree planting in
Brookings.
Chapter V is devoted to a discussion of planting
specifications for street trees.

The recommended planting

specifications are based upon the space requirements of
the selected tree species in relation to the space required for human activities along city streets in
Brookings.
Chapter VI is a summary of

t~e

study.

It also
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includes recommendations related to the management of the
street tree program in Brookings.

3 74 44

~)

r "• 1-ru "'A ..,,..,.,. •

,....,. ............... · - - - ·-- _ . ___ .. _ _ _

CHAPTER II
IMPORTANCE OF URBAN TREES
In 1872, J. Sterling Morton proposed to the Nebraska
Board of Agriculture that a special day, Arbor Day, be
established to recognize the importance of trees.

Over

one million trees were planted in Nebraska on 10 April
1872, the first Arbor Day.
and international event.

Today, Arbor Day is a national
It is celebrated in all fifty

states and in many countries around the world (National
Arbor Day Foundation n.d.).
J. Sterling Morton recognized the importance of
trees as vital elements of the urban landscape.

Other men,

such as Andrew Jackson Downing and Frederick Olmsted,
who were the pioneers of American landscape architecture,
established the 19th century tradition of using trees to
enhance the urban environment.

Trees provide city dwellers

contact with nature and help to soften the rigid, harsh
surfaces of the urban landscape.

Trees help make cities,

both physically and psychologically, more pleasant and
attractive places to live.
The results of a 1970 Harris Poll (Hooper 1970,
p. 103) indicate that trees in the city are highly
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valued by Americans.

When asked what things they wanted

most in their living environment, a cross section of four
thousand Americans responded in the following way:
Green grass and trees around me
Neighbors with whom I feel comfortable
A church of my faith nearby
A first-rate shopping area nearby
A kitchen with all the modern conveniences
Good schools nearby

95%
92
86
84
84
81

The implications of this survey are summarized by Zube
(1973, p. 50) in the following statement:
Go to almost any American metropolis today
and seek out the most prestigious residential
areas -- you will probably find that most are
in wooded sections. Names also give an indication: Forest Hills, Woodland, Lake Forest, and
a host of others that either explicitly or
implicitJy equate trees with a quality living
environment.
Zube's view of trees as social symbols is shared by
other cultural geographers.

Schmid (1975, pp. 106-7)

acknowledges the many diverse functions and benefits provided by urban vegetation; he views its prime function as
serving as ornament:
Although it exists chiefly to produce visual
delight, ornament becomes the index of status
in any society, and is widely accepted as such
by the majority of people. It is both result
and cause of hierarchic [social class] distinctions.
J. B. Jackson also sees urban vegetation as an
expression of the cultural and social values of the
individuals who maintain it (Zube and Zube 1977, p. 42).
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Jackson recognizes the importance of other functions and
benefits of urban vegetation.

It is these benefits and

functions, or amenities, that help to make the city a
"biologically wholesome habitat" and a "continuously
satisfying aesthetic experience" (Jackson 1970, pp. 86-87).
The amenities of urban forests are described in the
following section.
Amertities of the Urban Forest
Grey and Deneke (1978) organize benefits of the
urban forest into four general categories:

(1) climate

amelioration; (2) engineering uses; (3) architectural
uses; and (4) aesthetic uses.

The urban forest affects

the urban climate by controlling wind speed and direction,
by absorbing and reflecting solar radiation, and by
transpiring moisture.

The combination of these three

functions can reduce air temperature in the city, which
tends to be significantly warmer than that of the surrounding countryside.

These cooling effects are much

greater in the summer, when they are desirable, than in
the winter due to the loss of foliage by deciduous trees
and their dormant metabolic state (Grey and Deneke 1978,
pp. 44-57).
The urban forest is also used in a variety of
engineering applications.

Judicious planting of vegetation
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can reduce soil erosion by wind and water, thereby protecting the urban watershed and improving water quality.
Urban vegetation can reduce air pollution through the
dilution, filtration, and absorption of suspended particulates.

Proper siting of plant material can also

reduce another · type of pollution-- excessive noise.
Finally, vegetation is used to control glare and reflection caused by sunlight, vehicle headlights, and streetlights, thereby reducing viewer discomfort and increasing
traffic safety (U. S. Department of Interior 1972, pp.

33-65).
Trees and shrubs also can be used to perform
several architectural functions including space articulation, screening, privacy control, and progressive realization.

Space articulation involves the use of vegetation

to define a space, such as pedestrian walkways or entrances
to buildings in outdoor malls.

Screening uses trees and

shrubs to hide objectionable scenes such as landfills
and junkyards.

Trees and shrubs also are used in another

form of screening--provision of privacy in residential
areas.

In progressive realization, plants are used to

enhance the viewing of a landscape by enframing it and
revealing it a little bit at a time (Grey and Deneke 1978,
pp. 87-94).
The aesthetic uses of vegetation are related to its
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architectural uses, but involve the use of trees and
shrubs for the inherent beauty they provide in any setting.
Around houses and buildings, trees and shrubs can be used
to accent and enframe, create background settings, and
complement or unify architectural elements.

Trees and

· shrubs provide ·visual and auditory diversity to the urban
landscape by creating movement and pleasant sounds in the
wind, creating shadow patterns, and providing habitat for
birds and small mammals (U. S. Department of Interior 1972,
pp. 103-25).
There is an increasing body of evidence which indicates that urban trees provide another critical amenity-maintenance of mental health.

Humans require a wide range

of stimuli to maintain a healthy mental state; sensory
deprivation, or reduction of the range of sensory input,
leads to stress and, in extreme cases, psychotic states.
Trees and shrubs provide a great deal of visual and
auditory (wind through the leaves and br-a nches) diversity
to the urban landscape, thereby contributing to the mental
health of city dwellers (Starkey 1979, p . 153).
Finally, trees and shrubs provide an economic
amenity to residential property owners.

Depending upon

their size and number, trees increase residential property
values by an average of five to ten percent, and up to
20 percent in certain cases (Payne 1973, p. 75; Grey and
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Deneke 1978, p. 160; Morales 1980, p. 308).
The Urban Forest of Brookings
When the city of Brookings was founded in 1879, the
landscape of the townsite was characteristic of the sur.rounding prairie --virtually treeless.

At that time,

therewerean estimated 1,500 acres of trees in Brookings
County, but these occurred along the Big Sioux River and
on lake shores (Sandra 1936, p. 2).
It was not until the spring of 1881 that most of
the trees comprising the city's present urban forest were
planted.

These trees were planted by private citizens in

response to a proposal made by the city council (Brookings'
Centennial Book Committee 1979, p. 2).
The present Brookings tree population is estimated
to be approximately 13,000.

The street tree population,

based on a 1970 survey, is approximately 5,200.

American

elms account for 54 percent of the street tree population
and approximately the same portion of the total tree population.

Other species comprising the street tree popula-

tion are green ash (28 percent), Siberian
and hackberry (6 percent).

~lm

(7 percent),

Miscellaneous species account

for the remaining 5 percent (Brookings Parks, Recreation
and Forestry Department 1981).
It is hoped that a brief overview, such as the one
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provided here, will indicate the significance of the role
of trees in the urban landscape.

The next chapter examines

the factors that determine tree adaptability in the urban
environment.

CHAPTER III
BIOGEOGRAPHICAL AND CULTURAL FACTORS
IN URBAN TREE SELECTION
The selection of trees for urban street planting
involves the consideration of many factors.
may be divided into two basic categories:

These factors
(1) biogeo-

graphical factors, which are a function of conditions
within both the natural and cultural environments; and
(2) cultural factors, which are a function of tree characteristics in relation to aesthetics, maintenance requirements, and socio-economic factors.

Because these factors

must be considered within the context of the physical
processes and needs of trees, a brief description of tree
structure is provided in the following section.
Tree Structure and Processes
There are three major parts of a tree:
leaves, and roots.

the stem,

Each of these parts performs specific

functions that are vital to the growth and survival of
the tree.

Most of the information below is drawn from

Pirone (1978, pp. 6-12) and Edlin (1970, pp. 17-25).
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Stem
As illustrated in figure 2, the stem is divided
into many parts.

Beginning at the center of the stem,

these parts occur in the following order:

1.

The wood c~linder is the largest part of the stem and
contains t e pith, heartwood, and sapwood; the ~
lies at the center of the wood cylinder and is composed of the dead remnants of the growing tip; both
heartwood and satwood are composed of conductive
'tissue called xy em; heartwood contains only dead
xylem cells, while the cells in sapwood are still
functional; the wood cylinder is divided by concentric
lines, artnual rin~s, that represent the annual increase
in the diameter o the tree

2.

The cambium is a narrow band of cells that, during the
grow~ng season, continuously divide to create xylem
cells on its interior surface and phloem cells on its
exterior surface

3.

The bast is composed of a thin layer of phloem cells that
are conductive tissue

4.

The cork cambium creates cork cells that form bark

5.

The bark reduces moisture loss from inner tissues and
protects the tree from mechanical injury
The stem performs three major functions:

structural

support, conduction of water and food, and storage of food.
The stem provides structural support for the leaves in such
a way that the maximum number of leaves receive maximum
exposure to the sun.

This exposure is achieved by the

multiple branching system of the trunk which is subdivided
into limbs, branches and twigs.
Conduction of water and food occurs in the stem,
which serves as a link between the roots and the leaves.
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Water and nutrients that are absorbed by the roots are
conducted by the xylem cells in the sapwood to the leaves.
The leaves use these raw materials to produce elaborated
food material that is transported to the growing parts of
the tree by phloem cells in the bast.
The elaborated food material that is transported
to the stem and its subdivisions is not all used immediately.

The surplus food is stored for use later in the

growing season when the leaves reduce food production.
Some surplus is stored over the winter for use in the
spring before the leaves become active; the initial twig,
root, and .blossom growth are often entirely dependent
upon this stored food material.
Leaves
As shown in a diagrammatic cross section (figure 3),
the leaf is composed of a variety of intricately arranged
cells and structures.

The major components of the leaf

include the following:
1.

The cuticle is a waxy covering over the epidermis

2.

The epidermis is the outer wall of surface cells; both
the epidermis and the cuticle prevent drying out of the
moist inner cells

3.

The stomata (singular stoma) are pores through which
water evaporates and gases are exchanged between the
leaf and the atmosphere; some species have as many as
one hundred stomata per square centimeter, but they
are so small they account for less than two percent
of the leaf surface when they are fully opened
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4.

The guard cells are two movable cells surrounding each
stoma; these c~lls are light-sensitive, which result in
reduced water loss and gas exchange r ·a tes at night

5.

The palisade ·cells are the location of minute bodies
called ·chloroplasts that contain chlorophyll; chlorophyll is the substance that absorbs solar energy and
converts it into a chemical energy that is used to
produce sugars

6.

The spongy parenchyma are irregularly arranged cells
that comprise the cellular layer between the palisade
cells and the lower epidermis; the open spaces between
these cells permit gases to travel between the
stomata and the palisade cells
Each of the functions performed by these components

are essential to the primary function of the leaf, which
is the manufacture of food.

Food is manufactured by the

process of photosynthesis.

Photosynthesis uses the chemi-

cal energy formed by chlorophyll to combine carbon dioxide
absorbed from the atmosphere with water and mineral salts
absorbed by the roots to form carbohydrates (sugars and
starches).

The leaf is then able to create other essential

nutrients, such as proteins, from these carbohydrates.
· An important aspect of photosynthesis is the maintenance of the oxygen-carbon dioxide cycle.

Leaves remove

carbon dioxide from the atmosphere for use in photosynthesis, and give off oxygen as a waste product; this is the
reverse of the respiration process in humans and animals.
Thus, there is a crucial interdependence between vegetation and man (Weiner 1975, p. 5).
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Roots
There are two major types of roots which differ in
shape and depth of penetration:
roots.

taproots

and lateral

Hightshoe (1978, pp. 89, 95) describes three types

of root systems:
·and (3) taproot ·.

(1~ ·

shallow

later~l;

(2) deep lateral;

The shallow lateral system is a dense

mat of very fine fibrous roots up to four feet in depth
which circumscribes an area of one-and-a-half to three
times the width of the crown.

The deep lateral system

consists of a medium-sized taproot and many intermediateto-deep penetrating large lateral roots.

The taproot

system has a single major root, a carrot-like taproot up
to fifteen feet long.
massive:

The root systems of some trees are

they can account for one-third to one-half .of

the entire tree volume.
Roots spread radially from the trunk, usually no
more than four feet in depth, except in the case of taprooted trees.

Roots are relatively large at the point of

attachment to the trunk, but they progressively decrease
in diameter and increase in number as distance from the
trunk increases.

At their extreme ends, roots are

divided into fine rootlets, the smallest of which are
called absorption rootlets.

The tips of absorption root-

lets are covered by fine root hairs that are found in
their greatest concentration at the drip-line where
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moisture is most plentiful (figure 4).
Roots have four major functions:

storage of elabor-

ated food material, conduction of raw nutrients, absorption
of raw nutrients, and anchorage.

The storage and conduc-

tion functions are similar in process and purpose to
those for the stem.

Anchorage is provided primarily by

the heavy roots near the trunk and the · taproot, if there
is one (Zion 1968, p. 110).

Since the absorption process

is so intimately related to soil conditions, it is
examined in detail in the section of this chapter discussing the soil-plant relationship.
Biogeographical Factors in
Ur an Tree Selection
All plants, including trees, have four basic needs:
air, light, water, and soil.

Plant species vary in their

requirements of each need, and will grow only in those
areas that meet their particular combination of requirements.

The geographic area where a plant. species occurs

naturally is called its rartge.

The range of a plant

species is delineated by a group of biogeographical
factors that determine the availability or quality of the
four basic needs.
These biogeographical factors, or determinants,
include climate, soil type, atmospheric quality, and light.
Each of these determinants comprise a variety of limiting
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factors that help to de.t ermine not only _the range · of a
plant species, but also the speciflc local sites within
its range where its

individu~l

members will tend to occur

due to favorable growth conditions.
Although these determinants exist naturally, independent of man, .they are subject to modification by man at
a small scale; these modifications are most noticeable in
the urban environment.

These modifications create addi-

tional limiting factors that limit or totally eliminate
the occurrence of some plant species in urban environments.
Each of the biogeographical determinants and its associated
limiting factors are discussed below.
Climate
In examination of climate, arithmetic averages of
climatic variables usually are used to describe the normal
climate.

As pointed out by Russell (1934, p. 103), how-

ever, it is "a blind assumption to assume that landscape
forms are related chiefly to . normal climatic conditions."'
Russell (1934, pp. 95-96) states that it is the frequent
recurrence of extreme conditions, rather than normal conditions, that primarily determines plant adaptability.

Russell

coined the term "climatic year" to describe these deviations
from normal conditions.

Thus, in examining the effects of

climate on trees, it is important to consider the frequency
of climatic years, in addition to normal climatic conditions.
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Climate, principally through temperature and rainfall, is the single most important determinant of range.
Although plant adaptability depends upon a wide range of
variables, temperature and precipitation are often the two
most critical limiting factors (Arnold 1980, p. 92).
Limiting Factors of Climate
There are two important aspects of precipitation
as a limiting factor:

(1) the total annual precipitation;

and (2) both annual and multi-annual patterns of precipitation and drought.

Tree species vary greatly in their

moisture requirements; some species are better adapted to
wet conditions, while others are better suited to dry
conditions.

Thus, tree species that require precipita-

tion amounts that greatly exceed the levels received in
a given geographic region will not be found, under natural
growing conditions, in that region (Arnold 1980, p. 92).
It should be noted that moisture availability is closely
linked to soil conditions and will be discussed in the
next section.
Patterns of precipitation and drought also affect
plant range.

Some trees require continuous moisture,

while others need only small amounts intermittently.

Trees

also vary in their ability to withstand extended periods
of drought and heat.

Heat tolerance in trees is related
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to thermotolerance and thermoavoidance.

Thermotolerance

refers to the ability of trees to withstand heat stress on
internal tissues.

Thermoavoidance is the ability of trees

to adjust to harmful levels of external infrared radiation
through the following means:

(1) insulation by the bark;

(2) reflection of · radiation by the leaves and bark; and

(3) dissipation of heat by increased respiration and transpiration.
Trees also vary in drought tolerance.

Some species

have developed avoidance adaptations which enable them to
survive high heat and drought conditions.

The most impor-

tant adaptation is the development of a deeply penetrating
and finely divided root system that is most efficient in
water absorption.

There is a strong relationship between

a tree's ability to survive drought and its ability to
withstand extreme heat (Hightshoe 1978, p. 85).
Temperature, in addition to its relationship with
heat tolerance, is also associatedwithcold hardiness, a
tree's ability to withstand extreme cold without damage.
Extremely cold temperatures can cause a wiqe range of
injuries to trees depending on when they occur.

According

to Kozlowski (1979, p. 35), cold hardiness develops in
three successive stages that are initiated by decreasing
day length and colder temperatures.

If unseasonably low

temperatures occur at a stage when the tree is not yet
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sufficiently prepared, intra- or extracellular damage can
occur.

Once the tree has undergone all three stages,

assuming that it is a species that is well adapted to the
region, it should be able to withstand, without injury,
the normal low temperature conditions for that region.
Cold hardiness varies greatly not only between
species, but can also vary within species.

It has been

found that the southern members of some species are
unable to develop sufficient cold hardiness when transplanted in areas with colder climates (Kozlowski 1979, p.
33).

Therefore, when selecting planting stock, it is

vitally important to select stock grown from local seed
sources or seed sources from an area with similar climatic
conditions.
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
has developed a hardiness map (figure 5) that delineates
cold hardiness zones for most of North America.

Each zone

represents an increment of 10° Fahrenheit (F) in extreme
winter temperature.

A tree that is hardy in one area of

a given zone should prove to be hardy in other parts of
the same zone or in a warmer zone, if ·o ther environmental
factors are similar.
In addition to the cold hardiness zone map developed
by the USDA, the South Dakota State University (SDSU)
Agricultural Experiment Station has established woody
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plant hardiness zones for South Dakota (figure

6)~

These

zones are base·d on an analysis of many different environmental variables, including annual precipitation, temperature extremes, humidity, wind, and soil conditions.
Because these zones represent a wide range of local
environmental factors, they are a more precise indicator
of plant hardiness than the USDA zones, which are based
only on regional temperatures (SDSU Agricultural Experiment Station 1971A, pp. 5-6).
Limiting Factors of the Urban Climate
The urban climate differs primarily from the natural
climate with respect to temperature; urban areas are
consistently warmer than the surrounding countryside, a
phenomenon that is described as the "urban heat island."
Studies by Bernatsky (1977, p. 122) and Federer (1976,
p. 123) indicate that the mean annual temperature is 1.1
to 3.2° F warmer in the city than the surrounding rural
areas.

Further, cities can have a daytime temperature

up to 22° F higher than that of the surrounding countryside (Bernatsky 1977, p. 122; Duckworth and Sandberg 1954,
pp. 202-3).
These temperature differences are due to a combination of factors:

(1) a lack of vegetation and its

concomitant cooling effects; (2) the presence of large
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amounts of concrete,
steel,
brick,
glass, and. asphalt that
.
.
.
conduct and store heat more readily than vegetation; (3)
the presence in the atmosphere over cities of large concentrations of dust, soot, and other aerosols that reflect
outgoing heat back to the surface (Federer 1976, pp. 123-

25); (4) supplemental heat generated by vehicles, industrial
activities, domestic heating, and human metabolism; and
(5) rapid drainage of rain and snow due to impervious
surfaces, which radically affects moisture and heating
budgets (Hightshoe 1978, p. 84).
The limiting factor associated with higher urban
temperatures is related to heat and drought tolerance
described in the preceding section.

If tree tissues

that are already subjected to extreme heat and moisture
stress are subjected to additional radiation reflected
and emitted from other sources, the combined effects can
be lethal.

Thus, urban climatic conditions can substan-

tially increase the occurrence of heat or drought related
injury to trees.
The Climate of· Brookings
The climate of Brookings is a continental type
that features extreme summer heat, extreme winter cold,
and rapid fluctuations in temperature.

Precipitation

and temperature averages based on data for the years 1951
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through 1974 are listed in table 1.

TABLE 1
TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION AVERAGES
FOR BROOKINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA
1951 - 1974
TemEerature
Maximum
Daily

Mop.th

(de~rees ..F·)

M~nimum

Daily

Precipitation
(inches)

January
February
l1arch
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

21.0
27.0
37.9
55.8
68.6
77.9
83.5
82.4
71.5
61.1
41.7
27.2

-1.0
5.2
17.2
31.5
42.8
53.2
57.6
55.3
44.5
34.2
20.3
7.2

.30
.51
.80
1.99
3.29
4.27
3.00
3.03
2.03
1.35
.63
.51

Year

54.6

30.7

21.71

SOURCE:

u. s.

Department of Connnerce, 1977.

With respect to the limiting factors of climate,
however, averages are not reliable criteria.

Precipitation

can vary greatly from year to year, with drought or neardrought conditions being a possibility in any given year.
Precipitation totals have ranged from a low of 11.61 inches
in 1894 to a high of 32.27 inches in 1963.

Approximately
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80 percent of the total annual precipitation can be expected
to fall during. the growing season from April through September.

It should be noted that of the three limiting factors

of climate, precipitation is the only one that is subject
to some control, at least at small scales, by the artificial application of water.
In addition to the annual possibility of drought,
temperatures can be expected to exceed 90° F for fourteen
days, on the average, during July and August.

Temperatures

of 100° F or greater can be expected, on the average, at
least once each year, usually in July.

The record high

temperature for Brookings, 109° F, was set in 1940.
As indicated in figure 5, Brookings lies within
USDA cold hardiness zone 4, which has expected minimum
winter temperatures of -20° to -30° F.

Temperatures of

-20° F or lower can be expected an average of five times
each year with such temperatures occurring twice in both
January and February, and once in December.
of -30° F or lower

w~ll

A temperature

occur only once in three years,

usually in January or February.

The record low of -41° F

was achieved twice, in 1899 and 1912 (SDSU Agricultural
Experiment Station 1971B).
The average length of the growing season is 124 days,
with 18 May being the average date of the last spring frost,
and 19 September being the average date of the first autumn
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frost.

The growing season can be much shorter, however,

as there is a 20 percent probability of a freeze occurring
after 25 May or before 12 September in any given year (U. S.
Department of Commerce 1977).
Soil
Soil, as a biogeographical determinant, is considered to be only slightly less important than climate
in affecting the distribution and development of plants
(Treshow 1970, p. 10; Auten and Plair 1949, p. 117).

The

dependence of trees upon soil is summarized by Van Camp
(1961, p. 7):
Tree growth and development depend upon six
external factors: light, mechanical support,
heat, air, water, and nutrients; and with the
exception of light, the soil is an agent in
supplying either wholly or in part these
essential factors. We should be aware that
there is scarcely a physiological process
taking place within the tree which is not
controlled by or dependent upon the soil.
As a critical biological determinant, soil comprises
several limiting factors that are examined after a preliminary discussion of the soil-plant relationship.
The Soil-Plant Relationship
There are four components of soil:
minerals, and organic matter.

air, water,

These components account

for 50 to 70 percent of the soil by volume, while the
remaining volume is pore space (Pirone 1978, p. 14).
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The quantity of soil air depends upon the extent to
which pore space is filled with moisture.

Air usually

makes up approximately 20 percent of the volume.

Oxygen

and nitrogen are the principal constituents of soil air.
Soil air is vital to the roots, which require air for
respiration.

Respiration is the oxidation of food in

living cells that results in the release of energy needed
to transport nutrients and water throughout the tree
(Kramer and Kozlowski 1979, p. 228).

A poor soil air

supply can result in the retardation or complete inhibition of root growth (Pirone 1978, p. 15).
Soil moisture also occupies pore space in the soil.
Soil moisture is essential to all plant life because roots
can absorb soil nutrients only in a liquid form.

Soil

moisture serves as a dissolving agent of necessary mineral
nutrients and, once absorbed by the roots, it serves as a
medium for the transport of those nutrients to the leaves.
In the leaves, water functions as a nutrient and helps
absorb carbon dioxide from the air for use in photosynthesis (Pirone 1978, p. 17).
Not all the precipitation that is absorbed into the
ground is used by the plant.

Gravitational water that

drains through the soil to the water table does not remain
in the root zone long enough to be absorbed.

Capillary

water, however, is retained in the soil by surface tension
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and is available for use by the tree.

Field moisture

capacity is an indication of the amount of capillary
water retained by the soil two or three days after a
soaking rain, and is considered to be the maximum amount
of water ever available to the plant.

As soil moisture

'i s reduced, the · force with which the remaining water is
held is greatly increased.

The permanent wilting point

is reached when the plant cannot exert enough force to
free the remaining water, which results in the plant
wilting (Basic Information Services 1976, pp. 94-95;
Hightshoe 1978, p. 65).
The principal s.oil minerals are sand, silt, and
clay.

Sand particles are large and coarse (0.05 to 2.0

mm in diameter) and are virtually chemically inert.

Sand

provides essential structural capabilities to the soil.
Silt particles are medium-sized (.002 to .05 mm) and
also provide structural support and contribute some
nutrients to the soil.

Clay particles are very fine

(.002 mm and smaller).

Clay provides most of the soil

nutrients and contributes substantially to soil structure.
Smaller-sized clay particles are known collectively as
colloidal clay, which is the source of plant nutrients
called exchange minerals.
Each exchange mineral is surrounded by a layer of
water containing positively and negatively charged ions,
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respectively called cations and anions.

These ions

comprise all major and minor nutrients required by the
plant.

These nutrients are absorbed by the tree through

an ion exchange process that takes place between the
root hairs and the layer of water.

Deficiencies of any

'essential nutrient can contribute to significant retardation of plant growth.

Major plant nutrients include

nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium; minor nutrients are
calcium, magnesium, iron, sulphur, manganese, boron,
molybdenum, zinc, and copper.

The major and minor

distinctions refer only to the relative quantities
required by plants, not their importance (Marlowe 1977, pp.
18-19; Pirone 1978, p. 20; Patterson 1976, p. 91).
Organic matter, the fourth component of soil, is
composed of debris and waste material from surface-living
plants and animals and subsurface organisms.

The original

surface litter begins to decay and is ingested and transported into the soil by soil fauna, such- as earthworms.
The ground remains of this litter are eventually incorporated into the soil in the form of casts (Etherington
1975, pp. 109-10).

Organic matter is the source of

mineral nutrients and nitrogen for plants.

In addition,

it increases the field capacity of the soil and improves
soil aeration (Pirone 1978, p. 20).

The "ideal" soil

consists of 45 percent minerals, 25 percent air pore
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space, 25 percent .moisture pore space, and 5 percent
organic matter (Patterson 1976, p. 91).
Limiting Factors of Soil
Hightshoe (1978, pp. 64-71) cites four limiting
factors of soils:

(1) texture; (2) drainage; (3) avail-

able moisture capacity; and (4) soil reaction (pH).

Soil

texture is determined by the relative proportions of sand,
silt, and clay it contains.

Texture is of major importance

to root growth and plant vigor because it directly influ- .
ences soil aeration and penetrability.

Sandy soils contain

too few nutrients and moisture capacity is usually low.
Thus, productivity is usually poor in sandy soils.

Pro-

ductivity is also poor in high clay soils due to poor
internal drainage, which inhibits root growth (Etherington

1975, pp. 121-22).
The most productive soils have loamy textures.
Loams are soils with approximately equal proportions of
sand, silt, and clay, which give them a medium to moderately fine texture.

Soils such as loams, silt loams, and

silty clay loams usually contain a good supply of nutrients
and retain adequate moisture for root growth.
Soil drainage refers to the rate at which water is
removed from the soil.

Drainage is determined primarily

by soil texture and topography.

Soils high in clay
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content and those soils in lowlying areas or depressions
tend to be poorly drained.

Poor drainage can damage

plants because it reduces soil aeration.

Inadequately

aerated soils have an unfavorable oxygen-carbon dioxide
balance, which reduces the absorption of water and
nutrients by the roots.

This imbalance can reduce or

completely inhibit root growth.

Soil drainage and

aeration is considered by some experts to be the single
most important factor in the planting of trees (Pirone
1978, p. 17).
Available soil moisture capacity is the amount of
water retained by soils which is available for use by
plants.

Available moisture capacity is expressed as inches

of water per given soil depth, and considered to be the
difference between the amount of soil water at field
moisture capacity and at the permanent wilting point.
Available soil moisture is primarily determined by soil
texture (Etherington 1975, p. 135).
The final limiting factor of soil is soil reaction.
It is a measure of the degree of soil acidity or alkalinity,
and is expressed in terms of pH values that indicate the
relative concentrations of free acid and alkaline ions in
the soil.

Values range from 0 to 14:

a pH value between

0 and 7 is acid; a value between 7 and 14 is alkaline;
and a value of 7 is considered neutral.

The pH scale is
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logarithmic:

each unit represents a tenfold increase in

acidity or alkalinity.

For example, acidity at pH 4 is

ten times greater than pH 5, and one hundred times greater
than pH 6.
Soil reaction becomes a limiting factor when certain pH levels are exceeded.

Within a wide range of pH

values, vital nutrients and minerals go quickly into
liquid. solution, the only form in which they can be
absorbed by the roots.

When soils become extremely acid

or alkaline, however, these nutrients and minerals become
insoluble and cannot be absorbed by the roots.

Thus,

extreme acidity or alkalinity causes deficiencies in one
or more vitally needed nutrients.

Plant species vary

in tolerance of extreme pH values, but pH values below
4.0

(extre~ely

acid) and greater than 8.6 (extremely

alkaline) are generally considered to be too extreme for
most species.
Most tree soils have pH values in _the acid range
because a large portion of the alkaline exchange cations.
have been absorbed by the trees or have been leached
through the soil, leaving a predominance of acid exchange
anions in the soil.

Most tree species prefer slightly

acid soils and a pH range of 5.5 to 7.0 is considered to
be generally favorable to most trees (Basic Information
Services 1976, pp. 159-60; Pirone 1978, pp. 20-21).
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Limiting Factors of Urbart Soils
Urban soils are drastically altered by man's
activity.

Construction activity can substantially change

the composition of the soil:

the topsoil on a construc-

tion site is commonly stripped and used elsewhere, and
when construction is completed, the site is covered with
soil stripped from another site.

If the topsoil is not

stripped, it is usually covered with subsoil.

Finally,

different types of foreign matter-- sand, chemicals, waste
materials-- are either buried or mixed into the soil. ·
Practices such as these create a hostile soil environment
for plants (Grey and Deneke 1978, p. 108).
The most serious urban soil problem, however, is
compaction.

Soils that lie beneath pavement, or those

that are subject to intense use, are likely to become
compacted.

When soil is compacted, the solid phase of

the soil matrix, the minerals and organic matter, is
increased per unit volume, while the pore space available
for air and water is decreased (Patterson 1976, p. 92).
Thus, compaction reduces both soil aeration and available
moisture capacity, which produces unfavorable growing
conditions.

The extent to which urban soils can be

compacted is illustrated by Patterson (1976, p. 96), who
found that most of the soil samples taken from sites in
Washington, D.C., were, literally, "as dense as concrete."
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Fortunately, poor soil conditions associated with
the limiting factors of texture, drainage, available
moisture capacity, soil reaction, and compaction, can be
improved through the addition of various soil amendments
and nutrients.

Compacted conditions can be improved by

' incorporating porous, inert, and rigid materials such as
heat-expanded slate or sintered fly-ash (Patterson 1976,
p. 98).

Poor internal drainage, available moisture capa-

city, or aeration can be improved by changing soil
texture through the addition of minerals and organic
matter.

Soil reaction can be modified by incorporating

forms of lime in extremely acid soil, or adding aluminum
sulfate or sulfur to extremely alkaline soils (Pirone
1978' pp .. 21-23).

Although such treatments are effective, they can
be expensive and time consuming.

As such, city govern-

ments may not be able to apply soil improvement measures
in any planting sites except those with -extremely poor
soil conditions.

Therefore, it is feasible, in most

cases, to select trees \vhich tolerate poor soil conditions.
This is possible because tolerance differences for each
limiting factor exist between tree species.

Some species

can survive, even thrive, in compacted soils, extremely
acid or alkaline soils, poorly drained or aerated soils,
and sandy or high clay soils.

Selection of street trees
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based on these tolerance differences can greatly increase
the tree's chance of surviving in a hostile soil environment.
The Soils of Brookings
The limiting factors of soils in general, and of
urban soils in particular, also apply to the soils of
Brookings.

The most comprehensive source of soils infor-

mation is the Soil Survey of ·Brookings County conducted
by the Soil Conservation Service in 1955.

While the Soil

Survey provides very detailed soil analyses, these analyses
· are based on samples obtained in rural areas.

Thus, the

classification of urban soils is based on analysis of
soils that have never been subjected to urban conditions.
The Soil Survey neglects the effects of the likely kinds
of disturbance and compaction to which urban soils have
been subjected.
This situation is not unique to Brookings. Schmid
(1975, p. 10) states that the study of urban soils has
suffered from "consistent neglect," and that the "Soil
Conservation ·service traditionally has offered little
help to homeowners in metropolitan areas."

Although

systematic study of urban soils is beginning to be conducted in other areas of the United States, no information
regarding the soils of Brookings is available at this

so

time.

In the absence of adequate information on ·u rban

soils, the Soil Survey must be considered to be the most
authoritative source of soil information.
The soils of Brookings in which most street tree
planting is likely to be done are loams and silty clay
·loams that are level to gently sloping.
soil

The principal

series that occur are Vienna, Lamoure, and Lismore

(figure 7).
Vienna loams, nearly level to gently sloping, are
the most common soil types.

These soils are well drained

and have a moderate (1- 2. 75 in/ft) available moisture
capacity.

The mineral fraction of these types consists

of approximately 43 percent sand, 34 percent silt, and 23
percent clay.

These types also contain a high proportion

of organic matter which accounts for 8 percent of the soil
matrix.

The soil reaction is slightly acid (pH 6.7) at a

depth of 0 to 8 inches, but becomes increasingly alkaline
at lower depths:

a pH value of 8. 7 was .o btained in a

sample taken from a depth of 40 to 60 inches.
Lamoure silty clay loam, nearly level, is the predominant soil in the west and northwest areas of the city,
but it also occurs in limited areas of the east and northeast sections.

This soil type is somewhat poorly drained

and is associated with flood-prone areas.

Available mois-

ture capacity is classified as moderate to high (1- 3 in/ft).
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The mineral portion of the soil matrix consists o£
approximately 19 percent .sand, 54 percent silt, and 27
percent clay.

The organic matter accounts for approxi-

mately 16 percent of the soil matrix at shallow depths
of 0 to 16 inches.

Soil reaction is moderately alkaline

at all depths.
Lismore silty clay loams, nearly level and in
drainageways are common in the northeast, east, and south
sections of Brookings.

These soil types are associated

with flood-prone areas and intermittent stream drainageways.

Lismore silty clay loams are moderately well

drained and have a moderate to high (1- 3 in/ft) available
moisture capacity.

The mineral fraction of these soil

types is 19 percent sand, 51 percent silt, and 30 percent
clay near the surface, but becomes more sandy as depth
increases.

Soil reaction is nearly neutral at a depth of

0 to 16 inches, but becomes increasingly alkaline at
lower depths:

a pH value of 8.9 was obtained at a depth

of 46 to 60 inches.
As shown in figure 7, four other soil series of
limited areal extent also occur within the city of Brookings.
These are the Solomon, Volga, Fordville, and

Eg~land

soil

series.
Solomon clay, nearly level, occurs in the northwest
section of the city, in the area of Six Mile Creek.

This
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type is poorly drained, with moderate to high available
moisture capacity.

Soil reaction is moderate to strongly

alkaline at all depths.
Volga silty clay loam, poorly drained and nearly
level, occurs in the northwest and south central sections
'of the city.

This type has a moderate to high available

moisture capacity.

Soil reaction is weakly to moderately

alkaline at most depths.
Fordville loam, nearly level, is found in the south
central and southeast areas of Brookings.

This type is

well drained, with a moderate available moisture capacity.
Soil reaction is neutral at all depths.
Egeland sandy loam, deep over loamy drift and
nearly level, occurs in the south central section of the
city.

This type is well drained, with a low available

moisture capacity.

Soil reaction is slightly acid to

neutral at shallow depths, but becomes strongly alkaline
at lower depths.
On the basis of the Soil Survey's analyses of
naturally occurring soil types, the major problem with
Brookings' soils, in relation to tree selection, is
alkaline soil reaction.

The problem of alkalinity occurs

primarily at depths greater than 40 inches.

Thus, taking

general urban soil factors into consideration, compaction
and alkaline soil reaction are the limiting factors
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associated with Brookings' soils.

Because tree species

vary in tolerance of soil alkalinity and compaction, both
are used as parameters in the selection of street trees
for Brookings.
Atmospheric Quality
Trees depend on the atmosphere as the source of
carbon dioxide, an essential component in the photosynthetic process.

In return, trees and other plants help

to maintain the oxygen-carbon dioxide balance in the
atmosphere.

Ordinarily, oxygen and carbon dioxide are the

major constituents of the atmosphere.

In some areas,

however, the atmosphere is heavily laden with gaseous and
particulate contaminants that can .severely injure or kill
trees when they are absorbed by leaves.

Pollutants that

injure plants are termed phytotoxic (Davis and Gerhold
1976, p. 61).

Phytotoxic air pollutants can be divided into two
classes:

(1) primary pollutants are th6se that are toxic

when emitted from a source; and (2) secortdary pollutants
are those that become toxic only after they are emitted
and are combined with other pollutants (Kozlowski 1980,
p. 30).

As shown in table 2, transportation is responsible

for the emission of 60 percent of all major pollutants,
but it is the source of only 28 percent of phytotoxic
pollutants.
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TABLE 2
SOURCES OF GENERAL AND PHYTOTOXIC
AIR POLLUTANTS
All Hajor
Pollutants
Percentage

Source
Transportation
Industry
Gerieration of Electricity
Space Heating
Refuse Disposal
SOURCE:

Phytotoxic
Pollutants
Percentage

60
18
14
5
3

28
30
26
9
7

Davis and Gerhold 1976, p. 61.

Although ethylene, annnonia, chlorine; fluoride,
hydrogen chloride, particulates, and heavy metals are
injurious to trees, they are considered to be minor pollutants because tree damage is usually limited to an area
around a point source, such as an industrial plant.

The

two most important pollutants are sulfur dioxide_ {S0 2 )
and ozone {0 ) because damage caused by them is much more
3
extensive; the damage caused by so 2 and o3 is estimated
to exceed that caused by all other air pollutants combined
{Kozlowski 1979, p. 43; Davis and Gerhold 1976, pp. 61-62).
Sulfur dioxide is a primary pollutant and is principally produced by coal burned for the generation of
electricity, which accounts for 60 percent of the
emitted in the United States each year.

so 2

The refining and
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use of petroleum and natural gas produce 20 percent of the
annual

so 2

emissions, smelting and refining of ore produce

7 percent, and the remaining amount is produced by manufacture and use of sulfuric acid and sulfur (Davis and
Gerhold 1976, p. 62).
Ozone is a natural component of the upper atmosphere,
where it filters out harmful ultraviolet radiation.
amounts of

o3

Small

are sometimes present at ground level due to

being transported by air turbulence or downdrafts, or being
formed by lightning.

The amount of

o3

pro-duced by these

sources is minor, however, when compared to that produced
by _man.

o3

The

manufactured at ground level by man is a

secondary pollutant that is produced primarily by vehicle
emissions.

Vehicle exhaust contains nitrogen oxides and

hydrocarbons which, when exposed to sunlight, combine to
form. o3 and peroxyacetyl nitrates (PAN), another phytotoxic
pollutant (Kozlowski 1979, pp. 44-45; Davis and Gerhold
1976, p. 62).
Effects of Phytotoxic Pollutants
Phytotoxic pollutants have a wide range of effects:
they can kill trees, cause direct visible injury to leaves,
or inhibit physiological processes without visible signs
of injury to the point of decreasing growth.

Phytotoxic

injury is classified as acute, chronic, or hidden.
Acute injury usually results from short term
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exposure to high levels of pollutants, or occurs ·when a
plant is particularly sensitive to a pollutant.
jury is defined as the death of cells.

Acute in-

Depending upon the

length of exposure and concentration of the pollutants,
acute injury may involve the death of cells, tissues,
.leaves, or the entire plant (Treshow 1970, pp. 253-54).
Chronic injury is caused by either sudden or longterm absorption of sub-lethal amounts of pollutants.

Chronic

injury usually injures cells and tissues, but does not kill
them.

Chronic injury adversely affects the growth rate of

the plant through the destruction of chlorophyll which,
in turn, decreases photosynthesis.
Both acute and chronic injury have visible symptoms.
Injury is first noticeable in the leaves, which display
chlorotic symptoms.

Chlorosis is the blanching of the green

parts of a plant that results from the depletion of chlorophyll reserves.
induce chlorosis:

Exposure to phytotoxic pollutants will
chronically-injured leaves will

exhibit. a mottled or stippled pattern of lighter green or
yellow color, while acutely-injured leaves will turn
completely white or brown (Treshow 1970, pp. 27, 253-54).
Hidden injury occurs before the concentration of
pollutants exceeds the level needed to produce visible
injury.

Again, physiological processes are impaired with

the main effects being the depletion of chlorophyll
reserves and reduction of photosynthesis (Kozlowski 1979,
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p. 47, and 1980, p. 35).
There is great variability among tree species in
resistance to

so 2

and

o3 .

In addition, wide differences

in pollution resistance among cultivars (specially selected
and cultivated trees) of the same species have been dis·covered, a finding that holds great promise for future
development of highly resistant cultivars.

Therefore, it

is possible now, and will be to a greater extent in the
future, to successfully establish trees in areas with
excessive concentrations of phytotoxic air pollutants
(Davis and Gerhold 1976, p. 64).
The Atmospheric Quality of Brookings
There is not a sufficient amount of data regarding
the air quality of Brookings to determine if the concentration of phytotoxic pollutants is great enough to significantly affect tree health and vigor.

The agency responsible

for monitoring air quality in South Dakota is the state .
Department of Water and Natural Resources (DWNR).

DWNR

maintains a monitoring station in Brookings, but it is
equipped only to measure suspended particulate levels
(Kallemyn 1981).

so 2

and

o3

In the absence of sufficient data on

levels, species that are sensitive to these

phytotoxic air pollutants should not be selected for
planting in Brookings.
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Light
Light is vital to plant growth as it is the sole
source of the energy required for photosynthesis.

The

properties of light that affect plant growth are quality
or wavelength, intensity and duration.
Wavelength
Light reaching a leaf is either reflected, transmitted,

or absorbed.

It is absorbed light in the wave-

length range of 400 - 700 nanometers (nm) that is used
primarily in photosynthesis (table 3).

Wavelength is not

a limiting factor of plant growth and distribution except
in cases of artificial illumination.

In natural growing

conditions, light intensity and duration are much more
important factors (Kramer and Kozlowski 1979, p. 632).
TABLE 3
PERCENTAGE OF LIGHT
REFLECTED, TRANSMITTED, AND ABSORBED
BY A GREEN LEAF AS A FUNCTION OF WAVELENGTH
Wavelength (nm)
400 .
Reflectivity
Transmissivity
Absorptivity
SOURCE:

10
3
87

450

.500

550

8

9
6
85

21
17
62

3
89

670-

.680

9
4
87 .

Kramer and Kozlowski 1979, p. 633.

740750

.1' 000

49
47
4

40
40
20
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Intensity
Intensity refers to the amount of light received by
a plant.
synthesis.

Intensity is a major controlling factor of photoPhotosynthesis does not use all of the light

absorbed by the leaf; individual leaves are able to use
· only 25 - 50 percent of the light absorbed under full-sun
exposure.

Hence, trees are able to thrive under less than

full-sun exposure conditions (Kramer and Kozlowski 1979,
p. 189).
Trees vary greatly, however, in the amount of light
they need to maintain maximum photosynthesis.

Shade toler-

ance refers to a plant's ability to grow under varying
light intensities or shade conditions.

Shade tolerance

ranges from very tolerant, trees that thrive in dense
shade, to very intolerant, trees that thrive only in full
sun (Hightshoe 1978, pp. 58, 64).

Shade tolerant plants .

require less light than intolerant plants because their
photosynthetic mechanisms are usually mqre efficient at
lower light intensities (Kramer and Kozlowski 1979, p. 634).
Shade tolerance influences local plant distribution.
Under natural conditions, intolerant species will seek
open spaces where there is less competition for available
light, while tolerant species will be more common in
shaded locations, such as under a dense forest canopy,
where there is a more stable growth environment (Hight.shoe
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1978, p. 58).

Duration
The relative length of daylight to darkness in a 24
hour period is called the photoperiod.

The photoperiod is

a major influence on tree dormancy, hardiness, and reproductive and vegetative growth (Basic Information Services
197?, p. 158).

In general, short daylight periods induce

dormancy, which begins the hardening process in plant
shoots and helps to prepare the plant for colder tempera~ures;

long photoperiods bring the plant out of dormancy

and initiate vegetative and reproductive processes
(Kozlowski 1979, pp. 35-3_6.; Hightshoe 1978, p. 83).
Photoperiodic effects vary among plant species, and
plants are classified as being short-day, long-day, or · dayneutral with respect to their photoperiodic response.

Each

species requires a critical number of hours of daylight to
begin or ·end vegetative growth and flowering.

Short-day

plants flower when the photoperiod is l ·e ss than the
critical number of hours; they usually flower and enter
dormancy in late summer or early fall.

Long-day plants

flower and grow only when the photoperiod is longer than
the critical number of hours; they usually flower in
early spring and continue to grow until late summer.
Vegetative growth and flowering of day-neutral plants is
not affected by the photoperiod (Tattar 1978, p. 284;
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Kramer and Kozlowski 1979, p. 641; Cathey and Campbell
1975, p. 182).
Day length varies with the seasons at all latitudes
except those in equatorial regions.

Thus, photoperiodic

response is a limiting factor in the regional distribution
' of all plant species having critical daylight requirements
(Treshow 1970, p. 10).
Limiting Factors of 'Light irt Urban Areas
In addition to the natural limiting factors of
light, artificial lighting in urban areas can also be a
limiting factor.

Artificial lighting can severely dis-

rupt photoperiodically controlled growth cycles, thereby
postponing the onset of dormancy and development of cold
hardiness.
In normal sunlight, leaves are bombarded with
radiation from the entire energy spectrum (figure 8).
It is primarily visible light in the blue (400 - 500 nm)
and near-red (650- 680 nm) range that is absorbed by
the leaf for use in photosynthesis.

However, it is

radiation in the near-red to far-red (580 - 850 nm) range
that regulates a plant's photoperiodic response.
Artificial lighting used for security and safety
in urban areas can disrupt a plant's photoperiodic
response because such lighting emits radiation in the
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580- 850 nm range · (Cathey and Campbell 1975, pp. '182-83).
Continuous exposure to artificial lighting has these
general effects:

(1) short-day plants do not flower and

their vegetative growth is continued beyond its natural
time; (2) long-day plants flower early and their vegetative
·growth period i.s extended beyond normal; and (3) dayneutral plants display continued vegetative growth.

In

general, the cumulative effects of continuous lighting
result in plants lacking sufficient cold hardiness to
prevent frost damage in the early fall.

Exposure to early

fall frosts will usually kill new twig and branch growth.
The resulting branch dieback is usually not noticed until
the following spring (Tatter 1978, pp. 282-84).
The major lamp types used for security lighting
are incandescent (INC), fluorescent (F), mercury vapor (HG),
metal halide (MH), and high-pressure sodium (HPS).
Andresen (1976, p. 69) estimates that HG lamps account for
75 percent of the 12.5 million street an.d highway lamps
in the United States, followed by INC lamps at 20 percent.
HPS, MH, F, and other types account for the remaining 5
percent.

INC lamps were the most widely used lamps be-

fore 1950, but they were replaced by HG lamps in the
period from 1950 to 1965 because they used much less
electricity while putting out more light.

The present

trend is toward HPS lamps that use about as much
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electricity as HG lamps, but produce twice as much light
(Cathey and Campbell 1975, p. 181).
The extent to which artificial continuous lighting
affects photoperiodic responses in plants varies with the
type of lamp.

More specifically, it is determined by the

amount of red and far-red radiation emitted by the lamp.
When the lamp types are compared for their relative
effectiveness in controlling photoperiodic response, the
order from most effective to least effective is INC, HPS,
F=MH, and HG.

This order corresponds to the total amount

of red and far-red radiation emitted by the lamps (table
4).

It should be noted that the most common type of lamp,

HG, has very little effect on photoperiodic response
because it emits little red or far-red radiation.

It

should also be emphasized that the photoperiodic effects
themselves are subject to variation due to other environmental factors:

extreme conditions such as heat, drought,

or flooding, that would limit plant growth, would also
tend to negate the effects of continuous lighting (Cathey
and Campbell 1975, pp. 182-83).
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TABLE 4
INTENSITY OF RADIANT ENERGY
EMITTED BY LAMP TYPES

·· Lamp
Incandescent
Fluorescent
Mercury
Metal Halide
High-Pressure
Sodium
SOURCE:

MICROWATTS Per Square
Centimeter Per Lumen

Watts

Total
Lamp
Lumens

400-700

580-700
Red

Far-Red

60
215
250
175
275

810
12,400
11,600
12,000
25,000

4.4
3.2
3.0
3.0
2.6

2.9
1.1
.2
1.5
1.7

5.6
.1
.2
.6
1.0

White

7oo-85o

Cathey and_ Campbell 1975, p. 183.

Again, as with most limiting factors, plant species
exhibit varying degrees of tolerance for, or sensitivity
to, continuous lighting.

Trees that are to be planted in

areas lighted by photoperiodic-effective lamps should be
selected on the basis of their sensitivity to continuous
lighting in addition to other

appropria~e

factors.

The Street Lighting of ·Brookings
The majority of lamps used in Brookings at the
present time are the HG lamps.

HG lamps are in use in all

areas of the city north of 8th Street South (figure 9).
The Brookings Utilities Department has no plans to change
the lamp type in this area of the city.
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In the newly developed areas of the city south of
8th Street South, however, the Brookings Utilities Department has installed, and will continue to install, HPS
lamps (White 1981).

Therefore, species tolerant of con-

tinuous lighting should be selected for use in areas
lighted by HPS · lamps.
Urban Hazards
In addition to the naturally occurring biological
determinants of plant range and their associated urban
limiting factors, urban areas pose additional biological
hazards to trees.

These hazards. are created by man and

most are present to some degree in every urban setting,
regardless of geographic area.

The major urban hazards

are deicing salts, herbicides, and electrical injury.
Deicing Salts
Chemicals are used extensively in the northern
United States to remove snow and ice from roads, sidewalks, and driveways.

The two most commonly used chemicals

are salts, sodium chloride and calcium chloride.
Roadside plants are seriously injured by deicing
salts that are deposited on dormant buds and stems in the
form of a spray from traffic, or excess salts that leach
into the root zone.

Salt spray causes dieback of twigs

and branches by dehydrating the covered tissues (Tattar
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1978, pp. 265-67).

Salt spray injury is usually much more

severe on the side of the plant facing the road.

Excess

salt in the root zone changes the ion concentration of
soil moisture, causing it to be held with greater force
by the soil.

If the plant is unable to exert sufficient

force to absorb the water, physiological drought occurs.
If the plant is able to absorb water, injury is still
incurred due to the increased concentrations of the salts
which are toxic to plants when absorbed.

These toxic

effects are believed to involve inhibition of photosynthesis, respiration, or protein synthesis in the leaves
(Dirr 1976, PP-· 104-5).
Tolerance of deicing salts varies among tree species.
Therefore, it is possible to select salt tolerant species
for planting along roads that are frequently treated with
deicing salts.

However, as pointed out by Arnold (1980,

p. 132), deicing chemicals are so destructive to other
elements of the environment (concrete sidewalks, roads,
water quality, etc.) that nothing should be done, including
the planting of salt tolerant trees, to encourage their
continued use.
This particular problem is limited in Brookings,
however, as deicing salts (sodium chloride mixed with
sand) are used only at major intersections and in the
downtown area (Darnell 1981).
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Herbicides
Indiscriminate use of herbicides · (weed killers) can
often lead to injury of non-target woody plants.

Injury

to trees can occur as a result of direct contact of the
herbicide with the above-surface parts of the tree, or
from absorption of toxic substances that have leached into
the root zone.

Much of non-target injury is caused by

spray application of herbicides on windy days which allows
fine particles to be carried to non-target plants (Himelick
1976, p. 117).
Tattar (1978, p. 273) states that most herbicide
injury to non-target plants can be prevented by paying
strict attention to the directions for use on the label
and by avoiding excessive use of herbicides that do not
break down shortly after application.

If injury does

occur, many trees are able to recover with therapeutic
treatment if the cause of the injury can be determined.
Electrical Irtjury
Electrical injury occurs when part of a tree comes
into contact .with electrical transmission lines.

The

chance of electrical injury is greatest during wet
weather, when an electrical arc can form between the line
and tree branches that are in contact with it.

The

resulting injury will usually kill the branch contacting
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b~t

the line,

often the damage is so extensive that the

entire tree is killed (Tattar 1978, p. 281).
Electrical injury can be prevented by proper
pruning of the branches around the wires, but this practice
often requires such radical pruning that the natural shape
and form of the tree are destroyed.

The only guaranteed

ways of eliminating electrical injury to trees are these:
(1) proper placement of trees to avoid the hazard; (2)
planting of trees that because of form or size, or both,
do not conflict with power 'lines; and (3) placement of
all electrical power lines underground.

Although the

Brookings Utilities Department now buries all power lines
except the main transmission lines, there are still enough
above ground lines to warrant consideration of the first
two alternatives (White 1981) . . Since these alternatives
are essentially design problems, they are examined in
chapter V.
Cultural Factors in Urban Tree Selection
When all of the relevant biological factors for a
given region have been examined and evaluated, it then
becomes possible to determine which tree species will be
biologically adaptable to urban conditions in that region.
The next step in the urban tree selection process
is to develop a list of selection factors.

These factors
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are the qualities or characteristics a tree must possess
in order for it to be selected for use as a street tree.
These selection factors are arbitrarily established criteria that represent what is desired in an "ideal" street
tree.

These selection factors are cultural factors in

the sense that they reflect cultural values:
Urban vegetation seemingly has become an artifact of culture, a mere reflection of man's desires
(or in some degree, his oversight) rather than his
needs. The plant cover, unlike many other physical
resources of the city, is regarded by most city
dwellers as satisfying psychological and cultural
functions rather than physical functions (Detwyler
and Marcus 1972, p. 229).
Determination _. of these selection factors takes place within several cultural contexts, which are outlined below.
Cultural Contexts of the Selection Process
Gerhold and Steiner (1976, pp. 160-61) outline five
contexts of urban tree selection:

(1) social-political;

(2) managerial; (3) architectural; (4) biological; and
(5) commercial.

Of these, all except the biological may

be regarded as cultural contexts.
The social-political context refers to the fact
that the tree selection process is usually controlled by
only a few people, such as the community forester or the
shade tree commission.

An exception to this situation

usually occurs only when the active participation of the
community is encouraged.
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The managerial context is the financial or budgetary
constraints placed upon the selection process.

Limited

budgets often favor the purchase of less expensive species
that, in the long run, turn out to be more expensive in
terms of required yearly maintenance because the quality
of planting stock usually varies directly with price.
The architectural context embraces a combination of
functional and aesthetic factors.

Within this context,

the selection of trees is based on the specific function
to be performed by the tree and how it will look in the
physical setting.
The biological context involves consideration of
both the· natural and urban environment in selecting urban
trees.

Only those trees that are able to tolerate specific

environmental conditions of that cormnunity are selected.
The commercial context refers to the availability
of the selected tree.

The selected tree must be available

in the right size, at the right time, in good condition,
and at the right price.
None of these contexts exists within a vacuum.

Each

context is influenced by all the others, and the selections
made within one context may be modified or negated by
factors within another context.

This study, however, is

primarily concerned with selections made within the biological context.
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Cultural Selection Factors
There are four cultural selection factors that are
considered in this study:

(1) size; (2) form; (3) suscep-

tibility to diseases and injury; and (4) undesirable
characteristics.
The first two factors, size and form, are related
to the space restrictions imposed on trees by the urban
environment.

Space in the city is limited by overhead

wires, buildings, underground utilities, traffic requirements, and roads.

Hence, it is critical that the size and

shape of a tree must not exceed the space limitations
imposed by its location.

Although this is a design

problem that will be discussed in a subsequent chapter,
there are certain size and form guidelines that should be
followed in the selection of urban street trees.
Size
As a selection factor, the size of tree refers to
its mature height.

Very tall trees (greater than 65 feet

in height) are undesirable because they are more expensive
to spray and prune than smaller trees.

If it becomes

necessary to remove one, it costs four to six times more
to remove a tall tree than a small one (Pirone 1978, p. 137).
In addition, tall trees are more likely to crack or disturb sidewalks and .curbs because they grow too large for
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the size of the planting strip {American Society. of Planning Officials [ASPO] 1968, p. 8).

Although trees in

urban environments usually do .not achieve the normal mature
height of a specimen grown in forest conditions, trees
with mature heights greater than 65 feet should not be
·· selected.
Very small trees {below 20 feet in height) are also
undesirable because their low branches tend to interfere
with pedestrian and vehicular traffic, and obstruct vision.
The International Society of Arboriculture {1978, p. 11)
recommends a minimun1 branch clearance of 10 feet over
sidewalks and 12 feet over all streets except truck routes,
where 16 feet is recommended.

Pruning a very small tree

to maintain a 12 foot clearance would, depending upon its
form, have unaesthetic results.

-Although some exceptions

can be made in the case of some small trees with columnar
forms, in general, trees less than 20 feet in height
should not be selected.
Form
Form refers to the characteristic shape that a
species assumes when it is grown in open conditions.

The

silhouettes of seven major types of tree forms are illustrated in figure 10.

Form also refers to a species'

characteristic growth habit of its trunk and branches.

IRREGULAR

VASE

OVAL

PYRAMID

FASiJtl<iiA,l lE

ROUND

~
WEEPING

Fig. 10. Major types of tree forms
SOURCE: Grey and Deneke 1978, p. 135
'-J
~
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Due to the space restrictions placed on urban street
trees, species that possess certain forms are unacceptable
for street use.

In particular, weeping trees and pyramidal

trees with short trunks tend to interfere with pedestrian
and vehicular traffic, and create safety hazards by
obstructing vision (Grey and Deneke 1978, p. 133).
Generally, trees with short, twisting, or crooked
trunks are not suitable for street planting.

Similarly,

trees with low, widespread branching habits, or pendulous
branches, should not be used as street trees.

Although

these trees can be pruned to eliminate safety hazards and
traffic interference, to do so creates an unnatural
effect.

Therefore, trees with weeping forms, or low,

widespreading branches, should not be selected.
Susceptibility to Disease and Injury
Some tree species are frequently susceptible to
disfiguring, debilitating, or fatal conditions.

The

causes of these conditions range from diseases such as
Dutch elm disease to insect infestations such as borers.
In most cases, these conditions require special treatment
and care that translate into increased maintenance cost
and worker-hours.
In addition to problems caused by disease and
insects, some tree species are weak-wooded and are very
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susceptible to storm damage.

Storm damagedtreesare not

only serious hazards to personal safety and property, but
they also increase street tree maintenance costs.

Trees

that are frequently susceptible to disease, insect infestations, or storm damage should not be selected.
Undesirable Characteristics
Undesirable characteristics are those primarily
associated with "messy trees" that drop large numbers of
pods, fruits, or flowers.

This type of litter can create

maintenance problems, by clogging gutters, and safety
problems, by making sidewalks and streets slippery.

To

avoid these problems, it is recommended that only male
plants of dioecious species and non-flowering cultivars
of monoecious species be selected for planting (ASPO 1968,
p. 8) •
An additional undesirable characteristic is the

presence of thorns, spines, or other types of armament on
the trunk, twigs, or branches.

Thorns can cause injury

to maintenance personnel or others who come into contact
with them.

This problem can be avoided by selecting only

thornless varieties of thorned trees (Hightshoe 1978,
p. 21).

Sunnnary
This chapter has examined the natural and urban
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environmental factors that determine the biological
adaptability of trees, including an analysis of environmental conditions affecting the city of Brookings.

In

addition, cultural factors in the selection process have
been discussed, and cultural selection factors have been
determined.
The final step in the selection process requires
the integration of the biological and cultural factors
into a list of criteria for urban street trees for
Brookings.

Street tree selections are then made, based

upon these criteria.

These criteria and the tree selec-

tions are presented in chapter IV.

CHAPTER IV
TREE SPECIES RECOMMENDED
FOR STREET PLANTING IN BROOKINGS
Selection ·criteria
Based upon the findings suggested in chapter III,
which examined the physical and cultural factors that
affect street tree adaptability, criteria can be developed
for the selection of street trees in Brookings.

Selection

criteria were developed through a subjective evaluation
of the relative importance of each factor to the adaptability of a species to the Brookings physical and cultural
environment.

The species selected for use as street trees

should meet these criteria:
1.

Size: the mature height of the species should be
greater than 20 feet, but less than 65 feet

2.

Form: the form of the ·species should be such that it
does not interfere with pedestrian or vehicular
traffic, or create traffic safety hazards; the form
of the species should enable it to be pruned to a
minimum clearance height without destroying its
natural form

3.

Adaptability: the species should be adaptable to the
United States Department of Agriculture Cold Hardiness
Zone 4 and South Dakota Woody Plant Zone II

4.

Drought tolerance:
to drought

the species should not be sensitive
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5.

Soil compaction: the species should not be sensitive
to compacted soil conditions

6.

Soil reaction: the species should be tolerant of
alkaline soil conditions

7.

Phytotoxic air aollutartts: the species should not be
sensitive to mo erate levels of so and o
2
3
Continuous lighting: some of the selected species
should be tolerant of continuous lighting by highpressure sodium (HPS) street lamps; these species
should be planted in those areas of Brookings where
HPS lamps are used

8.

9.

10.

Susceptibility to injury: the species should not be
susceptible to frequent injury from insects, diseases,
or storms
Undesirable characteristics: the species should not
have potentially harmful armament or cause excess~ve
l~tter; cultivars and varieties that lack the undesirable characteristics of the parent species are
recormnended

Ideally, street trees for Brookings should meet all criteria.

Because there is no such thing .. a·s · . a "perfect"

street tree, however, each selected species fails to meet
at least one criterion.

While the species that have been

selected may not meet all criteria, each species possesses
characteristics that makes it particularly well suited for
street planting in Brookings.
Recommended Species
The tree species that have been selected for use as
street trees are presented in figures 11 through 29.
figure includes illustrations of the species' winter
silhouette and its foliage, flower, and fruit.

Each
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Each illustration is accompanied by a brief descriptive
statement that contains information on the following:
name, form, size, adaptability, foliage, flower, fruit,
bark, recommended cultivars, and important miscellaneous
data.
Aside from the inclusion of the scientific name of
the species, scientific terminology has been dropped in
favor of descriptive, functional terms.

While some

accuracy is lost, nonscientific language is more meaningful
and convenient for laymen, which should increase the usefulness of the study.
Name
The illustration indicates both the scientific and
common names of the selection.

The common name appears

next to the figure number at the bottom of the illustration,
while the scientific name is listed on the first line of
the text.
The scientific name consists of a minimum of three
terms:

genus, species, and the name of the person who

first identified the tree.

For example, the scientific

name of the sugar maple is Acer saccharum Marshall.

"Acer"

--

indicates the genus, which is always capitalized;
"saccharum" indicates the species, which is always written
in the lower case; and "Harshall" refers to Humphrey
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Marshall, who first identified and named the species.

It

is common practice to omit the last term in normal writing,
thus it is not used in this study.
If the selection is a variety, hybrid, or cultivar,
the scientific name is modified.

A variety is a subspecies

that possesses one or more traits that differentiate it
from the normal members of the species.

A variety is

indicated by adding a third term, which is preceded by
the abbreviation "var." · (variety), to the scientific name.
For example, the scientific name of the thornless common
honeylocust, which lacks the thorns of its species, is
Gleditsia triac:a nthos var. inermis.

True varieties

occur naturally and their distinguishing traits are
inheritable.
Cultivars, like varieties, possess traits that
distinguish them from the species, but these traits are
the result of arboricultural selection.

Cultivars are

usually indicated by adding the name of the selection,
within quotation marks, to the scientific name.

Thus,

Crimson King Norway maple is written Acer platanoides
"Crimson King."
Hybrids are the product of crossbreeding, either
naturally or arboriculturally, between members of different
species.

Hybrids are indicated by a multiplication sign

(x) between the first and second terms of the scientific
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name.

For example, the scientific name of the red horse-

chestnut is Aesculus x carnea (USDA 1979, pp. 7-9; Dirr
1975, pp. 23-26).
Form
The form listed in the text is the characteristic
shape of a mature specimen that is grown under open, favorable environmental conditions.

The form listed for the

selection refers to one of the common forms illustrated in
figure 10.
Size
The size listed in the text is the size estimated
by the South Dakota State University (SDSU) Agricultural
Experiment Station (1971A).

This size is that which a

typical member of the species can be expected to attain
in Woody Plant Zone I.

Due to environmental differences

between zones, the size that the species can be expected
to attain in Brookings will probably be smaller than that
listed.
The height is listed first, spread is listed second,
with the two separated by a multiplication sign (x).

For

example, the size of a tree 40 feet in height and 30 feet
in spread would be listed as 40 x 30 feet.
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Adaptability
The USDA cold hardiness zone that is listed is the
coldest one in which the species can flourish.

Thus, a

species that is adaptable in Zone 2 can be expected to
flourish in a warmer zone, such as Zone 4.
In addition, South Dakota hardiness zones are also
listed if the species has been evaluated by the SDSU
Agricultural Experiment Station.

Those species that have

not been fully evaluated and are recommended only for
trial planting, or only for planting on favorable sites,
are indicated by an asterisk (*) following the zone.
Foliage, Flower, Fruit, and Bark
Brief descriptions of color, shape, and size are
provided for leaves, flowers, and fruit.

Autumn leaf

color, if noteworthy, is also indicated.

Bark color and

texture are also described.
Cultivars
The listed cultivars are those which are considered
to be superior selections for use as street trees in the

Brookings area.

A brief description of the cultivar is

provided, including size, form, and any outstanding
characteristics that distinguish it from the species.
Unless otherwise noted, the cultivars should not be
used as general replacements for the parent species.
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Rather, in the interest of maintaining genetic diversity
of the species, it is recommended that a mixture of cultivars
and members of the parent species be planted.
Connnents
This section is reserved for miscellaneous, but
nonetheless important., information about the selection.
Among the information that may be included in this section
is the following:
1.

Recommendations for use of only cultivars in order to
avoid problems inherent in the parent species

2.

Recommendations for only trial basis use due to
incomplete hardiness evaluation or failure to meet all
selection criteria

3.

Tolerance of HPS lighting

4.

Selection criteria that the species fails to meet

5.

Any locations for which the selection may be particularly well suited, such as under utility lines
Because no single reference contains all the required

information
about each species, evaluative information about
.,
the selections is drawn from a number of sources.
source materials include the following:

Written

Cathey and Camp-

bell (1975); Eickhorst (1976); Hightshoe (1978); Hoag
,

(1965); Koller and Dirr (1979); Kozel (1974); Kozel and
Chapin (1973); Patterson (1976); Pirone (1978); Snyder
(1980); SDSU Agricultural Experiment Station (1971A); and
Wyman (1965).
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A

pr~liminary

list of selections, which was compiled

from a survey of the sources listed above, was submitted
for comment to the following people:

Paul Collins, Pro-

fessor, SDSU Department of Horticulture-Forestry; Norman
Evers, SDSU Department of Horticulture-Forestry; L. L.
Helwig, Extension Forester, SDSU Cooperative Extension
~e~vice;

Dean Martin, Extension Horticulturist, SDSU

Cooperative Extension Service; Allyn Frerichs, Director,
Brookings Parks, Recreation, and Forestry Department; and
Ron Eggen, Brookings City Forester.

The comments provided

by these individuals were used in the compilation of the
final list of species.
The descriptive information, presented in the figures 11 through 29, is drawn from the following sources:
Dirr (1975); Hightshoe (1978); Snyder (1980); SDSU Agricultural Experiment Station (1971A); and Stephens (1973).
The drawings are modifications of illustrations contained
in Elias (1980), Hightshoe (1978), Little (1980), and
Rogers (1935).
For quick reference, summary data for the selected
species are listed in table 5.

Species are listed

alphabetically by their common names.
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TABLE 5
TREE SPECIES RECOMl1ENDED FOR
STREET PLANTING IN BROOKINGS

Conunon Name

Figure
Number

Mature Size
height x spread
(in ft.)

Mature
Form

Adaptability

Ash, Green

11

50 X 25

Irregular
to Oval

Hardy

Buckeye, Ohio

12

40 X 28

Oval

Hardy

Cherry, · Black

13

40 X 16

Oval

Hardy

Chokecherry, . Amur

14

20

Oval

Hardy

Coffeetree,
Kentucky

15

48 X 25

Irregular
to Oval

Hardy

Corktree, Amur

16

30 X 28

Irregular

Hardy

Crabapple,
Spring Snow

17

20

X

18

Round

Trial

Hackberry, Common

18

55

X

35

Round

Hardy

Honeylocust,
Thornless

19

50

X

30

Round

Hardy

Hop hornbeam,
American

20

25

X

18

Pyramidal
to Round

Hardy

Lilac,
Japanese Tree

21

22

X

14

Oval to
Round

Hardy

Linden, American

22

65

X

45

Oval

Hardy

Linden,
Littleleaf

23

40

X

25

Pyramidal
to Oval

Hardy

Maple, Norway

24

50

X

40

Oval to
Round

Favorable
Sites

Maple, Silver

25

65

X

50

Irregular
to Round

Hardy

Maple, Sugar

26

60

X

30

Oval to
Round

Favorable
Sites

Oak, Bur

27

64

X

45

Round

Hardy

Oak, Scarlet

28

40

X

35

Round

Trial

Walnut, Black

29

50

X

30

Irregular
to Oval

Hardy

X

12

SCIENTIFIC NAME:

Fraxinus pennsylvanica

FORM:

Irregular to oval

SIZE:

50 x 25 ft.

FOLIAGE: Leaves 6 - 10" long, consist of 5 - 9 lance-shaped
leaflets; leaflets 2- 5" long and 1- 1~" wide, finely
saw-toothed along edge; glossy green upper surface,
paler lower surface; golden yellow autumn color
FLOw"l:R: Male and female flowers on separate trees; purple
male flowers produced in dense clusters ~" high, green
female flowers in elongated clusters 1~- 2" long;
appear before leaves in early spring
FRUIT: Straw colored winged key 1 - 2~" long; produced in
dense clusters; mature late summer, remaining on tree
through the winter
BARK: Dark brown to gray; deeply fissured with narrow
ridges forming a diamond-shaped pattern
ADAPTABILITY:

USDA Zone 2; all S.D. zones

CULTIVARS: "Kindred": 48 x 25ft., oval form, central
leader, seedless, consistent yellow autumn color
"Marshall's Seedless": 48 x 25ft; lacks central
leader, so it requires pruning to attain an oval form;
seedless, glossy dark green leaves
COMMENTS: Use only male trees to avoid litter problem
with fruit; tolerant of HPS lighting; tolerant of
alkaline soils; sensitive to so and 0)
2

Fig. 11.

Ash, Green
CX)

\.0

SCIENTIFIC NAME:
FORM:

Oval

SIZE:

40 x 28 ft.

Aesculus glabra

FOLIAGE: Leaves consist of 5 - 7 leaflets, each 2~- 6" long
and 3/4- 2~" wide; leaflets elliptical, broader towards
the tip, pointed at tip; finely saw-toothed edges; dull
green upper surface, paler lower surface; orange to
red autumn color
FLOWER: Pale yellow or green-yellow flowers produced in
erect clusters 4-6" long; appear midspring
FRUIT: Pale brown, leathery, spfny · capsule; 1- 2" diameter;
contains 2 or 3 reddish-brown seeds; mature late
summer to early autumn
BARK:

Dark brown, deeply furrowed, broken into scaly plates

ADAPTABILITY:
CULTIVARS:

USDA Zone 4; all S.D. zones, IV*

None available

COMMENTS: Taprooted, moderately difficult to transplant;
fruit can be a litter Froblem

Fig. 12.

Buckeye, Ohio
\0
0

SCIENTIFIC NAME:
FORM:

Oval

SIZE:

40 x 16 ft.

Prunus serotina

FOLIAGE: Lance-shaped, 2 - 6" long and 1 - 1~" wide; finely
saw-toothed edges; shiny dark green upper surface,
paler lower surface; yellow or red autumn color
FLOWER: White flowers produced on elongated stalks, 4- 6"
long; appear late spring
FRUIT:
an

Dark red to black cherry; 3/8" diameter; contains
stone; mature late summer

egg~shaped

BARK: Reddish-brown to black; broken into irregular scaly
plates that curve outward along the vertical edges
ADAPTABILITY:
CULTIVARS:

USDA Zone 3; S.D. Zones I, II, III*

None available

COMMENTS: Taprooted, difficult to transplant; fruits can
be a litter problem

Fig. 13.

Cherry, Black
\.0
~

SCIENTIFIC NAME:

Prunus maackii

FORM:

Oval

SIZE:

20 x 12 ft.

FOLIAGE: Elliptical with a narrow pointed tip;
and 1~- 2" wide; dull green

2~-

4" long

FLOWER: White flowers produced on elongated stalks, 2long; appear midspring
FRUIT:
BARK:

Black berries,

~"

3'~

diameter; mature late summer

Glossy, reddish-brown, flaky

ADAPTABILITY:
CULTIVARS:

USDA Zone 3; all S.D. zones

None available

COMMENTS: Bark has outstanding ornamental value in all
seasons; due to its compact size, this tree is wellsuited for planting under utility lines

Fig. 14.

Chokecherry, Amur
\.()

t<>

SCIENTIFIC NAME:

Gymnocladus dioicus

FORM:

Irregular to oval

SIZE:

48 x 25 ft.

FOLIAGE: Leaves 12- 35 11 long and 17- 24 11 wide; consist of
5- 9 branches, each bearing 8- 14 leaflets; leaflets
oval shaped, pointed at tip, 2- 2~ long and 1 11 wide;
light green
11

FLOWER: Male and female flowers usually on separate trees;
white male and female flowers are both produced in
branched elongated clusters; male clusters 3- 411 long;
female clusters 10- 12 11 long; appear late spring
FRUIT: Dark, reddish-brown pod, 4 - 711 long and 1~- 211 wide;
contains several dark brown bean-like seeds; mature
midsummer, remaining on tree through midwinter
BARK:

Dark gray, deeply furrowed into narrow scaly ridges

ADAPTABILITY:
CULTIVARS:

USDA Zone 4; S.D. Zones I, II, III*

None available

COMMENTS: Distinctive bark ,and persistent pods make this
tree attractive and interesting in winter; notably
free of insect and disease problems

Fig. 15.

Coffeetree, Kentucky
\0

w

SCIENTIFIC NAME:
FORM:

Irregular

SIZE:

30

X

Phellodendron amurense

28 ft.

FOLIAGE: Leaves 10- 15" long, consist, of 5- 13 leaflets;
leaflets oval to lance-shaped, 2 - 4" long and 1- 2"
wide; dark green and lustrous
FLOWER: Male and female flowers on separate trees; greenyellow, produced in clusters 2- 3~" long; appear late
spring
FRUIT: Shiny, black, berry-like;
autumn
BARK:

~"

diameter; mature early

Gray-black, deeply ridged and furrowed

ADAPTABILITY:
CULTIVARS:

USDA Zone 4; S.D. Zones I, II, III

None available

COMMENTS: Interesting bark and irregular form give this
tree ornamental value even in winter; intermediate
sensitivity to HPS lighting; early pruning required
to discourage low branching habit

Fig. 16.

~~

Corktree, Amur
\0
~

SCIENTIFIC NAME:

X Malus 'Spring Snow'

FORM:

Round

SIZE:

20 x 18 ft.

FOLIAGE: Elliptical to oval, pointed at tip; 2- 4" long and
1 - 2" wide; saw-toothed edge; bright green
FLOWER:
FRUIT:
BARK:

White, each 3/4-

1~

11

across; appear midspring

None
Dark gray or reddish-gray; ridged to scaly

ADAPTABILITY:

USDA Zone 4; all S.D. zones

*

COMMENTS: Since more than two species are involved in the
breeding of most !lowering crabapples, no hybrid species designation is given; the Malus species and many
of its cultivars are not recommended for street planting due to the litter problem with fruit and stisceptibility to diseases; "Spring Snow" is recommended
because it produces no fruit and is resistant to cedar
apple rust and fireblight; due to i.ts compact size,
this tree is well suited for planting under utility
lines; due to a lack of hardiness evaluation, it is
recommended for only limited use on a trial basis

Fig. 17.

Crabapple, Spring Snow
\0
U1

SCIENTIFIC NAME:

Celtis occidentalis

FORM:

Round

SIZE:

55 x 35 ft.

FOLIAGE: Oval tapering to a long pointed tip; 2~- 3~" long
and 1~- 2" wide; sharply saw-toothed edges; bluegreen upper surface, paler lower surface
FLOWER: Yellow-green flowers produced in small clusters,
appear midspring
FRUIT: Dark purple, berry-like, ~- 3/8" diameter; mature
late summer to early autumn, remaining on tree
through late winter
BARK: Gray or light brown; irregular warty or corky
projections or ridges
ADAPTABILITY:
CULTIVARS:

USDA Zone 3; all S.D. zones

None recommended

COMMENTS: Susceptible to witches' broom and nipple gall,
which disfigure but rarely seriously injure tree;
very hardy tree that does well under adverse conditions

Fig. 18.

Hackberry, Common
\0

<l'

SCIENTIFIC NAME:
FORM:

Round

SIZE:

50 x 30 ft.

Gleditsia ttiacanthos var. inermis

FOLIAGE: Leaves 6- 8" long with 4- 7 side branches, each
bearing 14- 30 leaflets; . leaflets 1- 2" long and ~ 1" wide, elliptical to oval with blunt tips; dark
green upper surface, dull yellow-green lower surface
FLOWER: Male and female flowers on separate trees; male
flowers produced in short, many-flowered elongated
clusters 2- 3" long; female flowers produced in
slender, few-flowered clusters, 3- 4" long; both sexes
yellow-green; appear late spring
FRUIT: Dark brown, elongated, twisted pod, 6- 18" long;
contain many bean-like brown seeds; mature midsummer,
remaining on tree through midwinter
BARK: Gray-brown or black; fissured in long narrow, scaly
ridges
ADAPTABILITY:

USDA Zone 4; all S.D. zones, IV*

CULTIV~S:

"Shademaster": 50 x 30ft.; oval form with
ascending branches; dark green leaves; disease
resistant foliage
"Skyline": 45 x 28 ft.; pyramidal form.; dark green
leaves; strong limbed; produces few, if any, fruits

COMMENTS: Transplants easily; intermediate sensitivity to
HPS lighting; sensitive to o
3

Fig. 19.

Honeylocust, Thornless
\0
-......!

SCIENTIFIC NAME:

Ostrya virginiana

FORM:

Pyramidal .to round

SIZE:

25 x 18 ft.

FOLIAGE: Oval to elliptical, tapering to a· pointed tip; 25" long and 1 - 2" wide; finely saw-toothed edges; dark
yellow-green upper surface, paler lower surface
FLOWER: Male and female flowers on same tree; green male
flowers produced in drooping, compact, cylindrical
clusters, ·~- 2" long; reddish-green female flowers
produced in upright slender clusters, ~- 3/4" long;
appear midspring
FRUIT: Brown cone-like, elongated cluster; 1~- 2" long
and 3/4- 1" wide; composed of many small seeds enclosed
within flattened, papery sacs; mature late summer to
early autumn
BARK: Light brown, finely fissured into long narrow strips
that are easily peeled away from the trunk
ADAPTABILITY:
CULTIVARS:

USDA Zone 2; S.D. Zones I, II, III*

None available

COMMENTS: Notably pest free; intermediate sensitivity to
HPS lighting; sensitive to soil compaction

Fig. 20.

ornbeam, American
\0

00

SCIENTIFIC NAME:

Syringa reticulata

FORM:

Oval to round

SIZE:

22 x 14 ft.

FOLIAGE: Oval, tapering to a narrow point; 2- 5~" long
and 3/4- 2" wide; bright green upper surface, graygreen lower surface
FLOWER: White flowers produced in large, branched clusters,
4 - 6" long and 3 ~ 5" wide; appear early summer
FRUIT: Brown, leathery capsule,
summer to early autumn
BARK:

~"

long; mature late

Reddish-brown, shiny and smooth

ADAPTABILITY:
CULTIVARS:

USDA Zone 3; all S.D. zones

None recommended

COMMENTS: Formerly listed as Syringa amurensis var.
japonica; easily transplanted, but requires greater
than average maintenance in order to maintain acceptable form; due to its compact size, it is recommended
for planting under utility lines

Fig. 21.

Lilac, Japanese Tree
\0
\0

SCIENTIFIC NAME:

Tilia americana

FORM:

Oval

SIZE:

65 x 45 ft.

FOLIAGE: Rounded to broadly oval, long pointed at tip; 3 . 6" long and 3- 4" wide; c-o ar-s ely saw-toothed edges; dark
green upper surface, paler lower surface
FLOWER: Creamy yellow flowers produced in long-stalked,
flat-topped clusters, 3 - 4" across; appear early
summer
FRUIT: Light brown or gray, round, nut-like capsule, 3/8"
diameter; contains 1- 2 seeds; mature late summer to
early autumn, often remain on tree through winter
BARK: Dark gray or gray-brown, furrowed into narrow scaly
ridges
ADAPTABILITY: _USDA Zone 3; all S.D. zones, IV*
CULTIVARS: "Dakota": · 50 x 20ft.; oval form; very hardy,
developed in North Dakota
"Redwood": 50 x 20ft.; pyramidal form; good growth
rate; once thought to be a hybrid of American Linden
and Crimean Linden (T. x' euchlora), but is now considered a cultivar of the American Linden
COMMENTS: Very symmetrical form that is ideal for street
planting; easily transplanted; sensitive to drought
and soil compaction

Fig. 22.

Linden, American
.........
0
0

SCIENTIFIC NAJm:

Tilia
---

FORM:

Pyramidal to oval

SIZE:

40 x 25 ft.

cordata

FOLIAGE: Round, long pointed at tip; 1~- 2~" long and wide;
finely saw-toothed edges; dark green, lustrous upper
surface, paler lower surface
FLOWER: Creamy yellow flowers produced in drooping
clusters; appear early summer
FRUIT: Gray, round, slightly ribb~d, nut-like capsule; 3/8"
diameter; mature late summer to early autumn
BARK:

Gray-brown, ridged and furrowed

ADAPTABILITY:

USDA Zone 3; S.D. Zones I, II, III*

CULTIVARS: "Greenspire": 40 x 20ft.; oval to pyramidal
form; straight trunk with central leader; glossy
leaves; recommended for · trial use only due to inadequate
evaluation of hardiness
"Morden": 40 x 25 ft.; pyramidal form; recommended
for trial use only, but it should be sufficiently
hardy, as it was developed in Manitoba, Canada
COMMENTS: Intermediate sensitivity to HPS lighting; easily
transplanted; the species and its cultivars are
generally considered to be among the best trees for
street planting in this area

Fig. 23.

Linden, Littleleaf
~

0
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SCIENTIFIC NAME:

Acer platanoides

FORM:

Oval to round

SIZE:

50 x 40 ft.

FOLIAGE: Five pointed lobes; 4 - 7" long and wide; irregularly spaced long teeth along edge; dark green upper
surface, pal~r lower surface; golden yellow autumn
color
FLOWER: Green-yellow flowers produced in upright, spreading
clusters, 3" wide; appear midspring
FRUIT:
1~-

BARK:

Light brown, two-winged key with flattened body;
2" wide; mature late summer

Gray or brown, rough and furrowed into narrow ridges

ADAPTABILITY:
III*

USDA Zone 4 *: S.-D. Zones I-A, I-B *, II*,

CULTIVARS: "Cleveland": 40 x 25ft.; upright, oval form;
bright green leaves; not fully hardy; should not be
planted in open, unprotected
sites
,
COMMENTS: Transplants easily; adapted to wide range of
soils; pollution resistant; species not fully hardy
in area, so it should not be planted in open,
unprot~cted sites

Fig. 24.
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SCIENTIFIC NAME:

Acer saccharinum

FORM:

Irregular to round

SIZE:

65 x 50 ft.

FOLIAGE: Deeply lobed with 5 long-pointed lobes; 5 - 8"
long and 4 - 7" wide; narrowly spaced between lobes;
irregularly double-toothed edges; dull green upper
surface, silvery-white lower surface
FLOWER: Green-yellow flowers produced in nearly stalkless
clusters, ~- ~" long; appear early spring before
· leaves
FRUIT: Light brown, two-winged key;
mid- to late spring
BARK:

1~-

3" long; mature

Gray, furrowed into long scaly ridges

ADAPTABILITY:

USDA Zone 3; all S.D. zones, IV*

CULTIVARS: "Blair": 65 x 45ft.; round form; similar to
species, but has stronger branches so it is not as
susceptible to storm damage
COMMENTS: Transplants easily; very rapid rate of growth;
adapts to a wide range of soils, but strongly
alkaline soils should be avoided due to frequent
susceptibility to chlorosis; resistant to most air
pollutants, but sensitive to 0 3 ; species very susceptible to storm damage due to tfie brittleness of its
wood

Fig. 25.

Maple, Silver
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SCIENTIFIC NAME:

Acer saccharum

FORM:

Oval to round

SIZE:

60 x 30 ft.

Broad lobed with 3 to 5 long pointed lobes; 3~long and wide; a few blunt teeth scattered along
edges; dark green upper surface, paler lower surface;
orange to red autumn color ·

FOLIAGE:
5~"

FLO\o.'ER: Yellow-green flowers produced in drooping clusters
on long slender stalks; appear early to midspring
FRUIT: Brown, two-winged key; 1 - summer

1~"

long; mature late

BARK: Dark gray or gray-brown, deeply furrowed with long,
narrow, scaly ridges
ADAPTABILITY:
CULTIVARS:

USDA Zone 3; S.D. Zones I, II, III*

None recommended

COMMENTS: Transplants easily; intermediate sensitivity to
HPS lighting; sensitive to dr<?ught, avoid dry sites;
avoid strongly alkaline soils; although hardy for area,
open, windswept sites should be avoided; ~lack Maple,
a very closely related species that is distinguished
by only minor botanical differences, is native to S.D.
and is also recommended

Fig. 26.

Maple, Sugar
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SCIENTIFIC NAME:
FORM:

Round

SIZE:

64 x 45 ft.

Quercus macrocarpa

FOLIAGE: Oval with broader end at tip; shallow to deeply
lobed with 5 - 9 lobes; 4 - 10" long and 2 - 5" wide;
dark green, slightly shiny upper surface; gray-green
lower surface
FLOWER: Male and female flowers on same tree; yellow-green
male flowers produced in slender,drooping clusters,
3~- 6" long; reddish-green female flowers produced
singly or in clusters of 2 - 5, inconspicuous, 1/8 - ~~~
long; appear midspring
FRUIT: Gray-brown acorn, 3/4-2" long and wide; broadly
elliptical or oval; cup covers ~- 3/4 of the nut .; cup
has hairy gray scales that form fringe; mature late
summer to early autumn
BARK: Brown to gray, rough, deeply furrowed into scaly
ridges
ADAPTABILITY:
CULTIVARS:

USDA Zone 2; all S.D. zones

None available

COMMENTS: Very hardy; difficult to transplant due to
taproot; adaptable to wide range of soils; pollution
resistant; sensitive to soil compaction

Fig. 27.
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SCIENTIFIC NA..l.ffi:

Quercus coccinea

FORM:

Round

SIZE:

40 x 35 ft.

FOLIAGE: Elliptical with 7 deep lobes, each ending in
several bristle-tipped teeth; 3- 7" long and 2- S"
wide; spaces between lobes are wide and "C" shaped;
shiny bright green upper surface, paler lower surface;
scarlet red autumn color
FLOWER: Male and female flowers on same tree; yellowgreen male flowers produced in slender, drooping
clusters, 3- 4" long; female flowers inconspicuous,
produced in erect clusters of 2 - 5 flowers, ~"
high; appear midspring
FRUIT: Brown acorn, ~- 1" long; oval; 1/3- ~ of nut
enclosed by scaly cup; mature late summer to early
autumn of second year
BARK: Dark gray to black, rough and furrowed into scaly
ridges or plates
ADAPTABILITY:
CULTIVARS:

USDA Zone 4; S.D. Zones I*,

II*

None available

COMMENTS: Difficult to transplant due to taproot; avoid
strongly alkaline soils; does well in sandy soils;
drought and heat resistant; recommended for trial use
only, due to insufficient evaluation of hardiness;
avoid open, windswept sites; sensitive to soil
compaction

Fig. 28.

Oak, Scarlet
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SCIENTIFIC N&Vili:

Juglans nigra

FORH:

Irregular to oval

SIZE:

50 x 30 ft.

FOLIAGE: Leaves 8 - 24" long, composed of 15 - 23 leaflets;
leaflets broadly lance-shaped; pointed at tip, finely
saw-toothed, 2~- 5" long and 1~" wide; yellow-green
upper surface, paler lower surface
FLOWER: Male and female flowers on same tree; both sexes
yellow-green; male flowers produced singly or in
hanging clusters, 2 - 4" long; female flowers produced
in short 2-lobed erect clusters at end of twigs;
appear midspring
FRUIT: Dark brown, round, irregularly groved husk, 1~- 2~"
diameter; contains edible nut; mature late summer to
early autumn
ADAPTABILITY:
CULTIV~~S:

USDA Zone 4; S.D. Zones I, II, III*

None recommended

COMMENTS: Difficult to transplant due to taproot; disease
and insect resistant; drought and heat resistant;
tolerates alkaline soils; fruit may be a litter
problem

Fig. 29.
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Sununary
As stated in chapter II (pg.

19)~ :

the Brookings

street tree population in 1970 was comprised of American
elm (54 percent), green ash (28 percent), Siberian elm
(7 percent), and common hackberry (6 percent).

Miscel-

laneous species accounted for the remaining 5 percent of
th~

population.

Currently, the Brookings Parks, Recrea-

tion and Forestry Department is no longer planting any
elm species, as part of its Dutch elm disease control
program.
The Parks, Recreation and Forestry Department is
presently planting a greater variety of species in order
to avoid another Dutch elm disease-type disaster.

The

department is currently planting, or has available in the
city tree nursery, ten of the nineteen species recommended
in this chapter.

These species include the following:

green ash, including "11arshall' s Seedless"; Ohio buckeye;
Kentucky coffeetree; common hackberry; - Japanese tree lilac;
American linden, including "Redmond"; littleleaf linden,
including "Greenspire"; silver maple; bur oak; and black
walnut.

It is hoped that the species and cultivars

recommended in this chapter,- in addition to those presently
being planted, will be used to develop a more varied urban
forest, thus safeguarding its future.

CHAPTER V
RECOMMENDED PLANTING SPECIFICATIONS
FOR STREET TREES IN BROOKINGS
Specifications for planting of street trees are
needed to minimize interference between trees and certain
elements in the urban landscape.

A prerequisite for the

development of planting specifications is the investigation of the nature and location of the landscape elements
that are physical constraints of street trees.

These

physical constraints, as they relate to the Brookings
landscape, are examined in the following section.
Physical Constraints
The physical constraints placed upon trees in the
urban landscape are found overhead, arising from the
ground, and underground.

There are six factors that

should be considered in the location of street trees:
(1) overhead utility lines; (2) surface constraints,
including utility poles, streetlight standards, and fire
hydrants; (3) planting strip width; (4) underground
utilities; (5) minimum clearance height of branches; and
(6) traffic safety.

Most of the general information

provided below is drawn from Wyman (1965, pp. 87-92),
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Edlin

(1970~
.

pp. 35-42),
and Harris (1969,
pp. 158-60).
.
.
Overhead Utility Lines

Trees in proximity to overhead utility. lines create
potential problems for both the trees and the lines.

As

described in chapter III, trees contacting electric power
lines can be severely injured or killed.

In addition,

storm-damaged trees often cause power and telephone outages by falling on overhead transmission lines.

The

pruning done to prevent these problems is expensive, and
often has unaesthetic results.
Overhead wires are a physical constraint to street
trees primarily in the older sections of Brookings, where
the lines are located over parking strips.

In the newer

sections of the city, electric power, telephone, and
cable television lines are either buried or, if they are
above ground, are located in alleys or along the back
property lines of lots.

An exception to the current

practice of burying utility lines is the above ground
installation of the main (42.8 kilovolts) electric transmission lines.

If street trees are planted in proximity

to overhead lines, interference can be minimized in two
ways:

(1) by planting small or pyramidal-shaped trees

that will not grow into the wires; or (2) by placing the
tree off to the side of the lines.
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The

h~ight

of overhead lines in Brookings varies

with the type of line and its location.

The minimum

height of electric transmission lines is approximately
16 feet in all locations.

Telephone and cable television,

however, maintain a minimum height of 13 feet along and
over streets, but they may be lower in off-street locations .

It is common practice in Brookings for all types

of utility service lines to be strung from the same
poles (White, 1981).
Surface Constraints
Surface constraints are objects that occupy ground
space within and over the planting strip.

The major sur-

face constraints are utility poles, streetlight standards,
fire hydrants, and other trees.
In planting street trees, it is important to maintain a minimum distance between the trees and surface
constraints.

Around utility poles, streetlight standards,

and fire hydrants, trees should be placed at a distance
that will permit easy access to them for repair and maintenance purposes.

Street trees should be planted at inter-

vals great enough to prevent their crowns from growing
into each other.

Street tree spacing should be based upon

the anticipated mature size of the tree.
Spacing of surface constraints varies greatly in
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Brookings.

. Utility poles are 42 - 43 feet in height and are

placed 150 - 200 feet apart.

Light standards are 30 feet in

height along arterial streets, and 20 - 25 feet in height
along other streets.

Spacing of light standards varies

from 150 - 200 feet, and fire hydrants are spaced 400 - 500
feet apart (White 1981).
Planting Strip Width
Care must be taken to match the expected mature size
of the tree to the width of the planting strip.

Planting

large trees in narrow planting strips can result in two
problems:
an~

(1) damage to curbs and sidewalks by tree roots;

(2) impairment of tree health and vigor when the tree

root system grows into compacted soil under the pavement.
Planting strips are mandated by the Brookings Code,
but the width is not controlled (Darnell 1981).

For this

reason, the width of planting strips in Brookings varies
from 3 to 20 feet.

Generally, most of _ the very wide

planting strips occur in the older areas of the city, while
the narrow strips occur more frequently in the newly
developed areas (Eggen and Frerichs 1982).
Underground Utilities
Prior to the present widespread practice of placing
most utility services underground, the major problem between street trees and buried utilities was the occasional
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disruption of water and sewer lines by tree roots.

The

proliferation of buried utility lines, however, has created
an entirely different set of problems.
In many cases, buried utility lines and tree root
systems occupy, and compete for, the same space within
the planting strip.

This creates three problems:

(1) if

a tree is planted after the burying of lines, any existing
lines must first be located, and then the planting pit must
be dug by hand, which is very time consuming and costly;
(2) if a line is buried after the tree is planted, it is
likely that part of the root system will be cut and destroyed; and (3) if maintenance work on the line is required,
it is again likely that part of the root system will be
destroyed.

In planting street trees in proximity to

existing buried lines, an effort should be made to locate
the tree a sufficient distance from the lines in order to
avoid any potential problems.
In Brookings, the utility services that are commonly buried within the parking strip are the telephone and
electric services.

Telephone lines are buried 18 - 40

inches deep, while electric service lines are buried
approximately 36 inches deep.

Natural gas lines are

usually buried 25 - 36 inches deep, and are located in
various places, including alleys, streets, and planting
strips.

Water and sewer lines are located in the center
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of the

stre~t

(the water line 10 feet north or east of

the sewer line) at a depth of 6- 7 feet.

The water and

sewer lines only cross the planting strip where feeder
lines are laid to serve each residence.

These feeder

lines are usually laid on the center line of the lot.
When they are. buried, cable television lines are usually
bu~ied

6 - 18 inches deep, and are located in various

places, including alleys, back lot lines, and planting
strips (Larson 1982; White 1981).
Clearance Height
Low hanging tree branches can interfere with pedestrian and vehicular traffic, often resulting in damage to
tree twigs and branches.

In addition, low hanging branches

can be a safety hazard by obstructing pedestrian and
vehicle operator vision.

A minimum clearance . height of

tree branches should be maintained in order to avoid
these problems.
Traffic Safety
Trees planted near street intersections can constitute safety hazards by blocking vehicle operator vision,
or obscuring traffic signals and signs.

For the same

reason, trees should not be planted immediately next to
residential or commercial lot driveways.

In planting

street trees, consideration must be given to maintenance
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of a minimum clear line-of-sight for vehicle operators
at intersections and driveways.
Recommended Plartting Specifications
Planting specifications for street trees in Brookings
are needed because the city's tree ordinance contai ns few
guidelines for the placement of street trees.

The present

tree ordinance is Article III of Section 36 of the Brookings
Code of Ordinances, and is entitled "Planting, Maintenance
of Trees."

The ordinance is primarily concerned with the

description of the powers, responsibilities, and jurisdiction of the City Parks, Recreation and Forestry Department
in relation to public trees.

Theordinance contains only

two planting specifications, which are related to street
intersections and planting strip width.

Thus, the planting

specifications recommended in this study are intended as
additions, rather than changes, to the present tree
ordinance.
According to Grey and Deneke (1978, p. 125),
proper tree location has two goals:

"(1) to locate plants

for minimum interference with the objects and workings of
society; and (2) to locate them for maximum environmental
enhancement."

Planting specifications should be developed

in accordance with these goals.
Factors related to the first goal are those that
are described in the preceding section.

The second goal
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requires

th~

evaluation of spatial requirements of each

street tree species in relation to the amount of space
available for street trees in the planting site.

This

process is simplified by placing each species into one
of three general size classes:

(1) small, 20- 30 feet;

medium, 30 - 45 feet; ( 3) large, 45 - 65 feet.

( 2)
si~e

These

classes refer to the mature height of the species.

The size classes used in this study are those used by the
International Society of Arboriculture (1978, p. 4).

The

tree species recommended for street planting in Brookings
are listed by size class in table 6.
TABLE 6
SIZE (MATURE HEIGHT) CLASSES FOR RECOMMENDED
STREET TREES
Small
20 - 30 feet

· 30

Medium
45 feet

~

Large
45 - 65 feet

Amur Chokecherry

Ohio Buckeye

Green Ash

American Hophornbeam

Black Cherry

Kentucky Coffeetree

Japanese Tree Lilac

Amur Corktree

Common Hackberry .

Spring Snow Crabapple

Littleleaf Linden

Thornless Honeylocust

Scarlet Oak

American Linden
Norway Maple
Silver Maple
Sugar Maple
Bur Oak
Black Walnut
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The planting specifications recommended for Brookings are based on a list of planting standards compiled
from the following sources:

DeChiara and Koppelman (1969,

pp. 277, 287); Dhainin (1961, p. 92); Edlin (1970, pp. 35-

36, 41-43); Grey and Deneke (1978, pp. 230-31); Har ris
(1969, p. 159); International Society of Arboriculture
(1978, pp. 4, 10-11); Denver Department of Parks and
Recreation (1971, p. 11); Kansas State University (1975,
pp. 43-44); McKeever (1968, p. 157); National Arbor Day
Foundation (n.d.); USDA (1980); and Wyman (1965, PR· 90-91).
The

composite list of planting specifications derived

from these sources was evaluated with respect to the
physical constraints of the urban landscape of Brookings,
and generally represent the specifications recommended by
a majority of the sources.

The results of that evaluation

are the following planting specifications, which represent
the minimum space and distance requirements needed to .
avoid the potential problems, which were described in the
preceding sections, between trees and their physical constraints:

these specifications are illustrated in figures

30, 31, and 32.
1.

Overhead lines: only small trees should be located
under or within 15 lateral feet of overhead utility
lines

2.

Utility ¥oles: trees should be located a minimum of
10 feet rom utility poles

••

I

30FT.

• •

..-10FT~

._10FT.-.

Fig. 30.

Planting specifications relatedtoutility poles,
streetlight standards, and fire hydrants
......
......
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1
4FT. MIN.

Fig. 31.

Planting specifications related to
overhead lines, minimum clearance
heights, and planting strip width

15 FT. MIN.

Ill(

Fig. 32.

30-50 FT.

·~3Q-50

FT.

..,.

Planting specifications related to intersections,
driveways, alleys, and tree spacing
~

t-->
0
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3.

Streetlight stsrtdards: trees should be located a minimum of 10 feet from streetlight standards

4.

Fire hydrants: trees should be located a minimum of
10 feet from fire hydrants

S.

Tree spacing: small trees should be planted a m1n1mum
distance of 30 feet apart; medium-sized trees should be
planted a minimum distance of 40 feet apart; lar ge
trees should be planted a minimum distance of SO feet
apart; the recommended distance refers to on-center, or
trunk-to-trunk, spacing

6.

Planting strip width: no trees should be planted in
planting strips less than 4 ·feet in width; the minimum
planting strip width for small trees should be 4 feet;
the minimum planting strip width for medium-sized trees
should be 6 feet; the minimum planting strip width for
large trees should be 8 feet

7.

Minimum clearance height: tree branches should be
pruned to a minimum height of 10 feet over sidewalks
and 12 feet over streets; trees planted along arterial
streets (major thoroughfares) should be pruried to a
minimum height of 16 feet; arterial streets in
Brookings are shown in figure 33

8.

Driveways artd ·alleys: trees should be located a m1n1mum
of 15 feet from driveways and alleys; this will provide
a SO foot clear line of sight in both directions, while
the vehicle is still within the driveway or alley

9.

Irttersections: trees should be located a minimum of
30 feet from street corners; this will provide .a ;gQ 'foot
clear line of sight when the vehicle is 50 feet from
the center of the intersection, and a 13S foot clear
line of sight when the vehicle is 30 feet from the
center of the intersection
It should be noted that no planting specification

that pertains to underground utilities is recommended.
Relevant sources generally recommend that only small trees
should be planted with 5 - 7. 5 lateral feet of underground
utilities.

This is not recommended for Brookings as it

8TH ST. SO.
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would

virtu~lly

preclude the planting of street trees in

many areas due to the number of utility service lines
buried within the parking strip.

There is, however, an

alternative to locating all street trees within the planting strip.

This alternative, which would eliminate inter-

ference between street trees and many physical constraints
is included among the recommendations made in chapter VI.

CHAPTER. VI
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Suniniary
The purpose of this study is to perform a systematic
selection of tree species for urban street planting in
Brookings, South Dakota.

There is a critical need to find

new street tree species to replace the great numbers of
American elms destroyed by Dutch elm disease.

Further,

there is a need to find and plant a variety of replacement
species so that another Dutch elm disease-type disaster
is prevented from happening in the future.
The selection of street trees is not an easy task,
as there are a great number of physical and cultural
factors that limit a tree's adaptability to a particular
urban environment.

The selection of street trees that

are well suited to the community requires consideration of
all these limiting factors.
were
~ne

~mployed

·-

Geographic research methods
-

~

in this study because . geography is a disci-

that, traditionally, has

co~cerned

effects of the physical environment on
The initial

itself with _the

l~fe fo~s~

phase ~of ~~e .study.~ involved

the identi-

fication and evaluation of biogeographical factors that
determine tree growth and adaptability.

Four biogeographical
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factors were identified:

( 1 ) c 1 ima t e ; · ( 2 ) so i 1 ; ( 3 ) a tmo s -

pheric quality; and (4) light.

Each of these factors was

examined for its general effects on trees, its effects on
trees within the urban environment, and its occurrence
within the city of Brookings.
The next phase of the study involved the determina....

"'·

.

-.Y.-.-.~

tion of cultural selection factors.

... ...,('l,..-..

These factors represent

qualities or characteristics that are desired in street
trees.

Four cultural selection factors were considered:

(1) size; (2) form; (3) susceptibility to diseases and
pests; and (4) undesirable characteristics.
Next, tree selection criteria were developed based
upon the findings of the first two phases.

These criteria

reflect both the biogeographical and cultural limiting
factors of Brookings.

These selection criteria were

used to develop an initial list of candidate species.
These species were then evaluated by horticultural and
arboricultural professionals.

These evaluations were used

to compile the final list of tree species recommended for
street planting in Brookings.
Finally, recommendations were made for the placement
of street trees.

Based upon an investigation of the

physical constraints of street trees in the Brookings'
landscape, planting specifications for the placement of
street trees were developed and presented.
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Reco1Iliilendations
In addition to the recommendations made within the
body of the study, several others should be made.

These

recommendations are not related directly to the study, but
they do affect the management of the street tree program
in Brookings.
Street Trees in Residential Developments
At the present time, developers are responsible for
planting street trees in new residential developments.
Therefore, the City does not control the species, site
selection, planting method, or season of

plantin~.

This

situation often results in street tree plantings that
reflect the needs and convenience of the developer,
rather than what is best for the community.
To correct this problem, it is suggested that the
City assume the responsibility for planting street trees
in new developments.

Increased costs

~o

the City can be

offset by assessing the developers for the cost of the
trees, as described in Merrill (1979, pp. 760-61), USDA
(1980), and Barker (1975, p. 215).

The assessment would

amount to a specified amount (e.g., 25¢) per linear foot
of frontage.

Barker (1975, p. 215) states that developers

pay approximately the same amount of money as they would
if they did the planting.
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· Tree Population Density Planning
The City should adopt a tree population density
planning policy similar to that described by Barker (1975,
pp. 213-14).

Tree density planning limits the number of

each tree species that can be planted within a given
period of time, e.g., five years.

Such a policy assures

the planting of a wide variety of species, which provides
insurance against the recurrence of another Dutch elm
disease-type disaster.
Offstreet Planting
Offstreet planting of street trees commonly is
proposed as a solution to some of the problems caused
by street trees.

In offstreet planting, street trees

are located on private property between the owner's
residence and the sidewalk.
DeChiara and Koppelman (1969, p. 277) cite four
advantages to offstreet planting:
1.
2.
3.
4.

House has better screening from the street.
There is less interference with overhead wires.
Tree roots are less likely to be cut with
street repairs.
Trees usually have better soil.

In addition to these advantages, Harris (1969, p. 159)
also states that trees planted behind the sidewalk are
less likely to suffer injury from salt spray and vehicles.
Some sources recommend offstreet planting of all
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street trees, regardless of planting strip width or
presence of overhead utilities (Pirone 1978, p. 171;
Wyman 1965, pp. 90-91; Zion 1968, p. 142).

Other sources,

however, recommend offstreet planting only if the planting
strip is too narrow or overhead ,lines are present (International Society of Arboriculture 1978, p. 10; McKeever
1968, p. 157).
Offstreet planting has two prerequisites: (1) adequate setback of buildings from the street; and (2) acquisition of legal rights, most likely in the form of an
easement, which would permit the city to plant street trees
on private property.

Street trees planted on private

property should remain under complete control of the city
(International Society of Arboriculture 1978, p. 10).
Considering the potential problems between street
trees and utility service lines, it is recommended that
the City investigate the feasibility of offstreet planting.
While offstreet placement of all street trees may not be
feasible, it would certainly be an acceptable alternative
in those areas where physical constraints preclude parking
strip planting.
Placement of Underground Utilities
The City should adopt specifications for the location of underground utilities within the planting strip.
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This recommendation is made in reference to telephone,
electric, and natural gas lines which currently may be
placed anywhere within the planting strip.

This situa-

tion greatly complicates street tree planting because
utility workers must be called to the planting site in
order to locate the lines.

Further, trees often cannot

be . planted with the soil ball intact, which reduces their
vigor and initial rate of growth.

The City should adopt

specifications that state the exact distance from the curb
that buried utility lines are to be placed.
HPS Streetlamps
In regard to high-pressure sodium (HPS) streetlamps,
the City should consider the following alternatives proposed by Cathey and Campbell (1975, p. 186):

(1) use of

covering lenses or shields on existing HPS lamps to direct
light onto the street and away from trees; and (2) use
of HPS lamps only in areas where high yisibility is a
necessary safety factor, such as arterial roads; less
efficient lamps that do not have photoperiodic effects
on plants could be used along local residential streets
that do not require

intense lighting.
Conclusion

The ultimate goal of any street tree program is the
improvement of the physical environment of the community,
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which, in turn, raises the quality of life for its residents.

The findings of this study are intended to serve

as guidelines for the development of an improved street
tree program for Brookings.

Thus, it is hoped that

through the implementation of its recommenda t ions, t his
study can make a significant contribution to the improvement of the community.
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